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Abstract
Due to rapid advancement of the mobile communication technologies and the existence 
o f multi-standards, the demands for managing mobile device effectively to fulfill 
various functionalities are on the rise. With the development of firmware over-the-air 
(FOTA) technology, the reconfigurable feature o f mobile device provided by Software 
Defined Radio (SDR) technology offers a new way to realize the multi-functionalities 
o f mobile devices. Therefore, based on the reconfigurable feature provided by SDR 
devices and the FOTA technology standardized by Open Mobile Alliance Device 
Management (OMA DM) standard, in this thesis, a framework of Modulation Module 
Update (MMU) is proposed for upgrading the modulation module on the mobile device 
over-the-air.
As the modulation module is a vital module for radio devices, the upgrade or 
reconfiguration of modulation module can be extremely helpful for the realization of 
multi-functionalities. Therefore, in this thesis, the management object for updating 
modulation module are defined based on OMA DM standard, and three operation 
phases are defined in this framework as well. Compared with the original framework 
provide by OMA DM standard, the MMU framework is significantly improved from 
both the logical structure design aspect and the operation mechanism design aspect. The 
download operation of the firmware upgrade is optimized by the download mechanism 
proposed in this thesis, which is an over-the-air (OTA) software download mechanism 
combining the centralized download method and the decentralized download method for 
different circumstances. An important module named Central Information Controller 
(CIC) is also proposed to realize the control of the decentralized download method.
The implementation of the MMU is achieved in this thesis as well. The server side and 
the client side o f the framework as well as the CIC are simulated to test and verify the 
framework we proposed for the modulation module OTA upgrade.
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1. Introduction
1.1 Overview
Nowadays, multiple standards have co-existed in the world mobile communication 
environment and mobile wireless technology has gained tremendous popularity due to 
its ability to provide ubiquitous information access to users on the move [1][2]. 
Consequently, the demands for more functionalities and higher intelligence of the 
mobile devices are on the rise. Traditional radio devices are primarily based on 
hardware, which enables the devices to be modified through physical intervention. With 
the requirement of the versatile functionalities, this significantly leads to higher cost and 
reduces the flexibility of the devices [3].
The emergence of software defined radio (SDR) technology has significantly changed 
the situation. The physical layer functions of a SDR device are software defined. It 
means that the operation or behaviour o f the device can be changed only by changing 
the software [4]. This provides a chance to implement the multi-mode, multi-band or 
multi-functional functionality by upgrading software. In addition, the upgrade o f SDR 
device can be achieved by downloading software to realize a series o f functionalities, 
such as fixing bugs, offering new services, changing air interface, etc.
Although the download and upgrade of software for SDR devices can be realized,by 
several methods, over the air (OTA) software upgrade shows more advantages than 
others in the long run [5]. Today, OTA upgrade of software is not restricted to 
application software any more. With the development of firmware over the air (FOTA) 
technology, firmware can also be updated by OTA method. Actually, FOTA technology 
conspicuously improves the development o f the technologies for upgrading SDR 
devices. Nowadays, open mobile alliance device management (OMA DM) standard has 
become a universal standard for FOTA, especially the FOTA update specified by 
FUMO [6]. Therefore, it is also adopted for the firmware upgrade o f SDR based
l
devices.
However, the OMA DM protocol and the FUMO defined by OMA DM Standard for 
firmware upgrade only provide a common specification to satisfy most of the mobile 
devices. They do not consider the specified design of management object and 
management operations which are directly related to the firmware upgrade operation.
Moreover, the firmware download method applied by FUMO is limited in specific 
circumstances. At present, the traditional client/server architecture used for software 
download is the well-known means of distributing software, which is also applied by 
OMA DM standard. Therefore, the server is the only device that can provide firmware 
to mobile devices for update. Although this centralized download method is the most 
traditional way to download firmware, it can hardly carry out the firmware download 
for a large number o f mobile devices in a limited timeframe only with a few central 
servers. Thus, when there are lots of devices in a specific area, such as sensors in a 
wireless sensor network, waiting for software download at the same time, the traditional 
method exposes its limitations.
Accordingly, the research on the firmware upgrade of SDR devices based on the FOTA 
technology and the OMA DM Standard is o f great significance. In this thesis, we 
proposed the MMU framework to solve the above problems.
1.2 Contributions
In this thesis, a framework named MMU is proposed, which is designed and 
implemented for updating the modulation module OTA on the mobile device based on 
OMA DM. The detailed contributions are organized as follows.
•  The logical design of MMU is presented in this thesis. We elaborate the overall 
design of MMU in Chapter 3, including the design of management architecture, the 
management object and the management operations. Although the design of MMU
2
is based on the basic framework provided by OMA DM standard, the logical 
structure and the operation mechanism is significantly improved in MMU. 
Compared with the original framework o f OMA DM standard, the download 
operation is optimized by the download mechanism we designed, which is an OTA 
software download mechanism combining the centralized download method and 
the decentralized download method for different circumstances. This download 
mechanism is more efficient than the regular download mechanism provided by 
FUMO, especially when there are a lot of mobile devices waiting for the firmware 
to be updated. Besides, the FUMO protocol only defines the logical flow of 
firmware update, which does not specify the specific operations or the detailed 
message exchange flow between the server and clients. Therefore, in the design of 
MMU, the management operations o f modulation module upgrade are exclusively 
extended and designed in detail. The firmware upgrade operations we proposed are 
divided into three phases, which are initialization phase, download phase and 
update phase, and each phase is designed in detail. In addition, the nodes for the 
management object of modulation module are also designed in detail, including the 
type, format, name, size, as well as the Access Control List (ACL) property o f each 
node.
•  MMU is implemented in this thesis. The detailed implementation of MMU is 
elaborated in Chapter 4 from a coding point of view. MMU is implemented by 
three parts which are the DM Server side, Agents in mobile devices and the CIC. 
The DM Server is implemented by the traditional five layer structure which 
includes User Interaction Layer, DM Protocol Layer, SyncML Representation 
Layer, Transport Layer, and Network Layer. However, we have implemented the 
DM Protocol Layer and SyncML Representation Layer in a more flexible way. The 
implementation of these layers in MMU is based on relatively independent classes 
which can be seen as the different components in these layers. These components 
realized by different classes are respectively related to the operation commands or 
the elements in syncML Messages, which can be combined into different operations
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or different syncML messages based on different requirements. Besides, the 
detailed implementation of the clients in mobile devices is also realized, including 
DM Tree, DM Agent, FUMO Agent, and DL Agent. The implementation of these 
client agents are also component based. Each part can be seen as a component in 
the mobile device, which is relatively independent to each other. Each component 
provides interfaces to other components and invokes the interfaces provided by 
other components to realize the communications between different components. 
The change o f each component will have less influence on the other components, 
and new functionalities can be added by adding new component. This 
implementation method to design MMU is more effective than traditional 
implementation method and makes the framework more flexible. Moreover, the 
implementation of CIC is achieved as well. CIC provides the control functions for 
the decentralized download method we proposed. As we mentioned in the last 
section, the traditional download method is deficient in some situations. CIC we 
proposed plays a vital role to solve this problem.
•  The server side and the client side of the framework as well as the CIC are 
simulated to test and verify the framework proposed, and the test and verification 
results show the feasibility and accuracy o f MMU.
1.3 Outline
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows: Background of SDR, FOTA, and OMA 
DM standard is presented in Chapter 2. The detailed logical design of MMU framework 
is elaborated in Chapter 3. The implementation o f MMU framework is presented in 
Chapter 4. In Chapter 5, the test and verification results are presented. Finally, the 
conclusion and future works are presented in Chapter 6.
4
2. Background
2.1 Software Defined Radio
2.1.1 Introduction of SDR
Multiple standards have become a common phenomenon in today’s mobile device 
networking environment. Many mobile communication standards co-exist in the world 
mobile communication environment [7], such as GSM, IEEE 802.11 standards for 
WLAN, as well as the 3G mobile technology standards, etc. Furthermore, the 
next-generation mobile standards are on their way.
Table 2.1 presents the features o f several existing standards. Moreover, different 
standards are employed in different regions or countries. Take 3G mobile technology 
standards as an example, UMTS system is primarily used in Europe, Japan, and China 
with different radio interfaces while CDMA2000 system is applied in North America 
and South Korea [8].
The diversity o f the mobile technology standards makes an increasing requirement on 
the versatility of mobile devices. Traditional radio devices are primarily based on 
hardware. It means these devices can only be modified through physical intervention, 
which significantly reduces the flexibility o f the devices and leads to high cost. For 
years experts had been looking for an effective way to solve this problem. An ideal 
scenario is that the mobile device is able to download the software to realize the 
fully-functional, multi-band, multi-mode functionality and overcome the global roaming 
limitations imposed by today’s multiple air interface standards [9]. The types of the 
software that can be downloaded and updated could not be restricted to application 
software and more functionality could be offered to mobile devices by software. Then, 
the term of “SDR” was proposed.
The SDR Forum, working in collaboration with the IEEE PI900.1 group, has worked to
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establish a definition of SDR [10]. The definition of SDR is as follow:
Radio in which some or all of the physical layer functions are software defined [11].
Table 2.1 Mobile Communication Standards
Specification
Uttra-
widebanc 802.11 a /b /g 802.11 n
W ireless
B roadband
(WiBro)
3GLTE
(cellular
WAN)
Digital Video 
Broadcasting- 
Handheld
Digital Video 
Broadcasting 
-■terrestrial
Application
High-speed
local
interconnect,
wireless
USB
Medium-speed
LAN
High-speed
LAN
Mobile
wireless
access
Mobile
data/voice
Mobile TV Mobile TV
Range 10 m 80 m 50-150m 1-5 km 1+km ----- -----
Rate 4B0 Mbps 11 Mbps (b), 
54 Mbps (a/g)
100-600 Mbps 3-50 Mbps 
(downlink)
100 Mbps 
(downlink)
384 Kbps 7 Mbps
Frequency 3.1-10.6
GHz
2.45/5.8
GHz
2.45/5.8
GHz
2-6/2, 
3 GHz
1.25/2.2/5/10/20
GHz
0.8 MHZ, 
1.6 GHz
0.8 MHZ, 
1.6 GHz
Modulation Orthogonal
frequency
division
multiplexing
Direct-sequence 
spread spectrum, 
orthogonal 
frequency division 
multiplexing
Orthogonal
frequency
division
multiplexing
Orthogonal
frequency
division
multiplexing
Orthogonal
frequency
division
multiplexing,
etc
Orthogonal
frequency
division
multiplexing
Orthogonal
frequency
division
multiplexing,
coded
orthogonal
frequency
division
multiplexing
Traditional radio devices can only be modified through physical intervention. By 
contrast, SDR technology provides an efficient solution to these problems. An SDR 
device can change transmitter and receiver characteristics such as modulation type, 
radiated power, wideband and narrowband operations, and air interfaces only by 
changing software [4]. This technology provides a chance to implement the multi-mode, 
multi-band or multi-functional functionality by only upgrading the software.
A series of hardware and software are defined by SDR, where physical layer processing 
is implemented through modifiable software or firmware operating on programmable 
processing technologies [12] [13]. There are many kinds o f these devices, including 
FPGA, DSP, GPP, SoC or other application specific programmable processors.
2.1.2 Reconfiguration of SDR
The reconfiguration of SDR based devices refers to the operation of software download 
that is for transferring the reconfiguration data into the devices. The data needs to have
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the capability to change the operation or behaviour of the SDR device. The type of the 
reconfiguration data is as follows [14]:
•  A piece of software, such as DSP algorithm, operating system device driver, 
application software, etc.
•  Parameters, such as DSP processing parameters, etc.
•  An FPGA configuration bitstream.
•  Parameter values for parameterized ASICs.
The reconfiguration of the device could be at any layer of mobile devices from the 
application to hardware. The download and update operations may be applied to a series 
of software including application software, system software, radio software, etc. By the 
support of the hardware and software architecture provided by SDR device [15] [16], the 
reconfiguration operation can realize a series o f functionalities, such as fixing bugs, 
offering new services, changing air interface, etc. Figure 2.1 shows the reconfiguration 
feature of SDR devices.
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R e g u l a t i o n
Application Software
Operating System 
Software
Hardware
t
Download
Bug fixes 
*  Upgrades
—»New services
1 Air interface
"*■ S oftw are  M od u le
game, code,...
C onfiguration data  
for an FPGA
-> O peration  p aram eters
f ilte r co e ff...
Figure 2.1 Reconfiguration Feature o f SDR Devices
2.1.3 Development of SDR
SDR technologies as an effective way to solve the existing problem s o f  current m obile 
devices have been significantly developed. The adoption o f  SDR technologies has 
spread to various fields. A survey by SDR Forum shows the m arket segm entation o f  
SDR in Figure 2.2 [17], which presents the application o f  SDR technologies in different 
dom ains, such as in military, civilian and com m ercial domains.
Cellular
WLAN/
WiMAX
Telematics
Aviation/
Avionics
Public
Sector
Military
—  P o rta b le  Term inals
In fra s tru c tu re
—  WCDMA
—  GSM/GPRS 
/EDGE
—  CDM A2000
—  O th e r
—  S m art P hones
—  F e a tu re  P h o n es
—  Basic P h o n es
—  L aptop  C ards
-— E q u ip m en t
—  P o rtab le
—  M obile
— In fra s tru c tu re
—  Public Safety
—  Police
—  Fire
—  EMS
—  ITS
H o m elan d  Security
—  S ervices
E q u ip m en t
—  NIC C ards
—  E m b ed d ed
—  A ccess P o in ts
•— C o n su m er 
—  E n te rp rise
— C om m erc ia l
SDR Market Segm enta tion
—  H an d h e ld
—  AMF
—  M aritim e/F ix ed  
S ta tio n
G ro u n d /R o ta ry
W ing
—  E m ergency
—  N aviga tion
—  GPS
—  R o u te  G u id an ce  
— A irb o rn e
Sm all fo rm  Factor — E n te r ta in m e n t/
—  H an d h eld  S a te llite  R adio
—  M an p ack
—  G ro u n d  Vehicle
—  R otary  W ing
—  In-Vehicle Services
—  C ellu lar/V oice
—  D a ta /W e b  
— Travel
1—  A irborne
— Air G round/A TC / 
A irlin e /e tc .
—  N avigation/G P S  
— In Air P assen g er 
Services
—  E n te rta in m e n t
—  Cellular
—  W eb
— G ro u n d  In fra s tru c tu re
— S ecurity
Figure 2.2 SDR Market segmentation
The reconfiguration feature provided by SDR technologies is one o f  the key reasons that 
m akes it developed rapidly in the past few years. The research on SDR technologies is 
still on its way. The softw are upgrade on SDR based devices as a key point o f  the SDR 
has been im proved by the evolution o f  the hardw are technology. The developm ent o f  
the perform ance o f  hardw are such as DSP and FPGA improves the hardw are conditions 
for the dynam ic reconfiguration o f  SDR devices [ 18][ 19].
2.1.4 Summary
This section introduces the generation and developm ent o f  SDR technology and the 
reconfiguration feature o f  SDR devices. Actually, in this thesis, our research focuses on 
the software upgrade on m obile devices, which lays particular em phasis on the 
m anagem ent and realization o f  the softw are download and update betw een server side 
and m obile devices. Although our research is not directly related to the lower layer 
developm ent o f  SDR system, note that the reconfigurable feature provided by SDR 
technology is the precondition o f  our research.
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2.2 Firmware Over-the-air Upgrade
2.2.1 Firmware Upgrade Technology
The reconfiguration of the SDR based mobile devices related to the lower layer 
software is usually related to firmware. In electronic systems and computing, firmware 
is a term often used to denote the fixed, usually rather small, programs and/or data 
structures that internally control various electronic devices. Actually, the boundary 
between firmware and software is not quite strict [25]. As we all know, the upgrade of 
firmware especially the radio software in SDR devices can realize the multi-mode, even 
multi-functional functionalities. Not only that, it can also supply mobile device with 
additional capabilities as well as fix software bugs or deficiencies of the software in 
devices. All o f these functionalities lead to two vital points of the reconfiguration, 
firmware download and update.
With the development of the mobile communication technologies, the methods of the 
software download to mobile devices have significantly improved and become various. 
The OTA software download technology has been applied from the initial application 
software download to the firmware download [5][21]. Today, FOTA technology has 
been widely used due to its advantages. Table 2 show the comparison between FOTA 
and the other two download methods [22].
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Table 2.2 Comparison o f Different Download Methods
Firmware OTA Firmware (cabled) Point-of-sale
Use
cases
Batch updates of 
critical bug fixes, 
Push new features 
& functionalities
End-user
maintenance,
Large delta upgrades
Rectify known issues, 
Just-in-time updating 
of handsets via kiosk or 
through manufacturer 
update site
Applicable
to
Most suited to 
operators who can 
integrate OTA within 
existing support 
environments. Also 
used by
manufactures but 
end-user must bear 
airtime cost
Large mobile device 
manufactures who 
bundle necessary 
cable-ware with 
device.
All
Pros Anytime, anywhere Fast and low cost
Fast, low cost. 
Process can be 
removed from end- 
user if required
Cons
Impact on user 
experience
Requires necessary 
cable and Internet 
access
Consumes "sales 
person's" time
Standards OMA, proprietary Proprietary OMA, proprietary, 
etc
The three methods for firmware download in Table 2.2 have their own advantages for 
different requirements. The obvious advantage of FOTA is that firmware in mobile 
devices can be updated wirelessly, anywhere, and any time. The FOTA technology 
allows the creation of the smallest possible firmware updates, which are then highly 
compressed and transmitted over-the-air to mobile devices, and then decompressed and 
applied on the device firmware [23]. This technology has been seen as the most 
cost-effective solution to update the firmware for those devices which are already in use. 
In recent years, the adoption of FOTA technology in handsets has increased rapidly. A 
survey by Wireless Informatics Forum presents the growth of the FOTA handsets [24], 
which is shown in Figure 2.3. As for the multi-mode, multi-band functionalities of SDR 
devices which may require the firmware upgrade anytime, anywhere, the function 
provided by FOTA technology is exactly what they need.
□ FOTA handsets shipped as  % of all 
shipments
Percentage 40
2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011
Figure 2.3 Growth o f FOTA Handsets
2.2.2 Firmware Over-the-air
FOTA technology allows the firmware to be updated over-the-air, which benefits a lot 
o f  groups, such as the manufacturers, operators as well as the end users [25]. Therefore, 
the firmware update packages need to be downloaded to the mobile device to achieve 
the update for different functions. Figure 2.4 shows a general architecture o f  the FOTA 
update.
U p d a te
Package
Update Package Generator
F irm w a re  Version  1 DM Server
F irm w a re  Version  2
FOTA A g e n t Mobile Device
O p e r a t in g  S y s te m
H a rd w a re
Figure 2.4 General architecture o f the FOTA
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A general implementation of FOTA mainly contains three parts [26], which are the 
update package generator, DM Server, the agents in mobile devices.
The Update Package Generator is for generating the update package. As we know, the 
download of firmware is to download the updating programs or parameters which are 
used for the update process. These programs or parameters are usually provided by the 
manufactories o f service providers. For some kinds of firmware, the update package for 
download is actually not the programs o f the intended target version. It is a package 
generated by specific algorithm, which is comprised of a set of data instructions for 
transforming the software image form the source version to the intended target version 
[23].
DM Server is the device management server used to send update packages to mobile 
devices and manage the FOTA download and update operations. OMA DM standard 
has been considered as the most widely applied standard for FOTA. This will be 
introduced in later sections.
Agents in mobile devices are the clients responsible for realizing the firmware 
download and update operations in mobile devices. DM Agent is responsible for 
managing the communications and the exchange of management messages between the 
devices and DM Server. FOTA Agent is for managing the operations of download and 
update of firmware and processing the downloaded packages. Generally, the FOTA 
download and update procedure is as follows. First, the Update Package Generator 
creates the update packages. Then, the update package is downloaded to the mobile 
devices from DM Server under the management of DM Server. After that, the 
downloaded update package is processed by FOTA Agent to achieve the update 
operation.
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2.2.3 Research on FOTA of SDR Devices
The research on FOTA has been for a long time and the adoption of FOTA technology 
in mobile devices has increased rapidly. The adoption of FOTA technology in SDR has 
developed for years as well. Downloading firmware packages to mobile devices to 
realize the multi-functionalities is one o f the major applications of FOTA technology 
for SDR based devices. SDR Forum proposed a firmware OTA download flow which is 
shown in Figure 2.5.
( ^ ^ e tw o r k ^ SDR Device
Download Request
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------=»
Accept
Network Operator Authentication
Device Authentication
Capability Request
*—
Capability Information
_  Check if capable
Download Session Opening
Download Installation Parameters
Data Transfer
Check for Errors 
Back up Old Version 
Install New Module 
Functional Test
Test Result 
Success-Download Session Closing
Figure 2.5 Firmware Over-the-air Download Flow
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Figure 2.5 shows a download operation procedure initiated by the network. The 
procedure includes the following steps:
1. Initiation.
2. Authentication: to identify the authentication of both sides of communication to 
guarantee the identity legitimacy.
3. Capability exchange: to check if  the device is capable o f downloading update 
packages.
4. Data transfer: to download the data to mobile devices and check errors.
5. Installation and Test: to process the downloaded data, install the update, and verify 
correct functionality.
6. Closing.
The procedure of download operation proposed by SDR forum specifies the flow to 
realize the FOTA download operation for SDR based devices. Base on the flow, there 
has been a series o f further research on FOTA download and update.
In [27], a framework Smart Box Management (SBM) was proposed. It is an end-to-end 
remote management framework for Internet enabled device. The SBM server provides 
the basic set o f services to the SBM clients over the Internet, such as remote activation, 
remote configuration, dynamic updates (downloads), and device diagnostic uploads, 
based on a set of protocols like device registration protocol, configuration protocol, 
upload protocol, and download protocol. SBM realizes these management functions by 
using their own protocols defined for the system which limits the generality o f the 
system. The specified protocols can hardly be widely used for other systems.
In [28] the authors presented the work on a demonstration platform for a SDR 
proof-of-concept and how OMA DM protocol and Functional Description Language
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can be used to support RAT reconfiguration on SDR terminals. This paper introduced 
the OMA DM standard to SDR firmware over-the-air download.
As we know, the firmware upgrade o f SDR device applies the FOTA technology. 
Nowadays, FOTA has been supported by the Mobile Device Management technologies 
which are standardized by the OMA. The FUMO protocol in OMA DM Standard has 
been the most widely used protocol for FOTA technologies. Today, the OMA DM 
Standard is applied for the firmware download as well.
2.2.4 Summary
In this session, we compare the current firmware upgrade technologies and explain the 
advantages of firmware over-the-air upgrade for SDR devices. We also analyse former 
researches which have been done for the FOTA upgrade of SDR devices. Today, FOTA 
technology has been adopted by the upgrade of SDR devices. Therefore, OMA DM 
standard applied by FOTA has also been considered as the standard for SDR devices. In 
next section, we will introduce the OMA DM Standard and explain how it works as the 
foundation of our research.
2.3OMA Device Management
2.3.1 Open Mobile Alliance
Open Mobile Alliance is founded in 2002, which was formed by WAP Forum and Open 
Mobile Architecture [29], Later, a number of organizations that committed to promote 
the standardization of mobile business. For example, Location Interoperability Forum 
(LIF), SyncML Forum, MMS Interoperability Group (MMS-IOP), and Wireless Village, 
have joined the OMA. At present, there are more than 400 members o f OMA, including 
mobile operators, equipment suppliers, and software provider, etc. The aim of OMA is 
to establish a uniform and global industry standard for mobile services.
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So far, OMA has developed a series o f uniform standards, most of which have been 
widely deployed, such as OMA Multimedia Messaging Service, OMA Download over 
the air, OMA Management, etc.
2.3.2 Device Management Standard
The earliest standard for mobile device management was made by SyncML Forum, 
which is syncML Device Management V I. 1.1. This standard supports the functions of 
parameters configuration management, device firmware update and device data 
collection. Afterwards, SyncML joined OMA. In 2003, OMA released the OMA 
Device Management VI. 1.2 based on the syncML Device Management standard, which 
is known as the OMA DM VI. 1.2. At present, the standard version of OMA device 
management standard is OMA DM VI .2 .
The definition of Device Management (DM) given by OMA means the third party can 
configure or update the mobile devices instead of terminal users. The third party is the 
organizations who have the permission to manage the mobile devices as well as 
terminal users. Based on device management standard, third party can remotely run 
various management operations of mobile devices, such as configuration, fault monitor 
and diagnosis, software or firmware update, etc [30][31].
In fact, OMA DM includes a series o f protocols to realize the various functions of 
device management. OMA DM standard provides a framework, which provides the 
basic functions for mobile device management, such as the flow o f the management 
sessions and the format of the management messages [32]. Then, based on the basic 
framework, other functions can be added to it by other protocols, such as FUMO 
protocol, DiagMon protocol for mobile device diagnosis and monitor, etc.
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2.3.3 Device Management Mechanism
2.3.3.1 DM Tree
To ensure the generality, Management Object (MO) is defined by OMA DM standard 
[33]. The management o f the mobile device can be achieved by managing the 
management objects. The benefit o f the definition of management object is that the 
generality o f the protocol could not be impacted by the difference of the formats or 
actions of the objects. There is a tree structure of these management objects, which is 
known as DM Tree [34]. Each device supporting OMA DM Standard has a DM Tree. 
Each node in a DM Tree has a unique Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) [35]. The 
structure of DM Tree is shown in Figure 2.6.
The Root
SyncML Devicelnfo DaigMon
DMAcc
MonG
PS
Monlnfo
xyzlnc MyMgm Server
Figure 2.6 Structure o f  a DM Tree
OMA DM protocol defines a series of management commands which can be used for 
the operations on tree nodes. Some of the tree nodes could represent the information of 
the software or firmware on mobile devices. Nodes are divided into interior node and 
leaf node. An interior node can have child nodes but a leaf node can not. OMA DM 
protocol defines that an interior node can be expanded by management commands. 
Besides, each node has a series o f properties which are used to define the specified 
features of it. The basic properties o f nodes are shown in Table 2.3 [36].
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Table 2.3 DM Tree Properties
Property Name Requirement Usage
ACL Must Access Control List
Format Must Data format of the current node 
value
Name Must Name of the node
Size Must Current size of the node value
Title May A string that provides the 
information about the node
TStamp May The time of the last change in 
value of the node
Type May The type of the data in 
programming languages
2.3.3.2 Package and Message
OMA DM protocol requires that the management operations should be sent through 
syncML packages [37]. When one syncML package is too large to be sent at a time, it 
can be divided into several syncML messages. The way of the communication between 
server and mobile devices is request/response. Due to the limited resource of mobile 
devices, server is not allowed to send a new message to mobile device before the former 
one has been successfully processed. The procedure of message exchange is shown in 
Figure 2.7.
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DM Client DM Server
Pkg # 1: Alert 1201, Replace (Devlnfo), Final
Pkg #2: Status on SyncHdr, Alert and Replace, Commands, Final
✓
Pkg #3 (1/2): Status on SyncHdr and commands, Results
Pkg #4 (1/3): Status on SyncHdr, Alert 1222
Pkg #3 (2/2): Status on SyncHdr and Alert, Result, Finaj
. . .  x
Pkg #4 (2/3): Status on SyncHdr, Command containing Large 
Object
Pkg #3 (1/2): Status on SyncHdr and commands. Alert 1222
Pkg #4 (3/3): Status on SyncHdr and Alert, rest o f Large Object, 
Final
Pkg #3 (2/2): Status on SyncHdr and command, Results, Final
s^,
Pkg #4: Status on SyncHdr, commands, Final
Pkg #3: Status on SyncHdr and commands, Results, Final
Pkg #: Status on SyncHdr, Final
Figure 2.7 Exchange o f  Operation Message
2.3.3.3 Format of Message
The management operation between server and mobile device is based on messages. 
SyncML Representation protocol specifies the format o f the syncML messages.
! 1. SyncML Message
t
| OMA DM protocol defines that the container of operation messages is SyncML. A
! syncML message is composed of two parts, SyncHdr and SyncBody [38]. SyncHdr is
used to record the basic information o f the message. SyncBody is used to record the 
main content o f the management operation. Both SyncHdr and SyncBody contain a 
series of elements. Figure 2.8 shows the basic structure of a syncML message. Figure
2.9 is a sample o f syncML message.
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SyncML
SyncHdr
•verDTD ‘ target
• verProto • source
• sessionlD
• m sg lD
SyncBody 
• commands []
Alert
cmdID
data
Replace
cindlD
items
Figure 2.8  Structure o f  SyncM L
< SyncML xmlns«"SYNCML:SYNCML1.2">
-  <SvncHdr>
< VerDTD > 1 . 2  < /VerD TD >
< VerProto > DM / 1 . 2  < /V e  rProtc >
< S e ss io n lD  > l < / S e s s i o n I D >
< M sg ID > 2 < /M sg ID >
-  <Target>
< LocURI >XXXX</LocURI>
< A a r g e t >
-  < S o u rce>
< LocURI > XXXXXX </LocURI >
< / Source  >
< /SyncH dr>
-  < S y n c 5 o d y >
-  < Status >
<MsgRef> 2 < /M sg R ef>
< C m d I D > l< /C m d I D >
<Cmd> S y n c H d r  < /C m d>
< Data > 2 1 2  < /D ata  >
< /S ta tu s>
< -- xxxxxxx
-  <R eplace>
<CmdID> 2 < /C m d I D >
-  <M eta>
< Format xm lns = ' s y n c m l : m e t i n f  > b 6 4 < /F o r m a t>
<Type vm lns = ’ s y n c m l r m e t i n f  > a p p l ic a t io n /X X X X X X < /T y p e >  
< /M eta>
-  < I te m >
-  <Target>
< LocURI > . / d a t a  </LocURI>
< /T arg et>
-  <D ata>
Ba£e64-coded XXX file 
< /D a ta >
< /I tem >
< /R ep la ce>
< Final / >
< /S v n cB o d y>
</SyncML>
Figure 2.9 Sample o f SyncML Message
2. Operation Command
Operation command is the vital part for the operation management. Operation 
commands are recorded in syncML message and sent to mobile devices to realize the 
management operation. Table 2.4 shows some common commands in device 
management.
Table 2.4 Common Commands in Device Management
Command Usage Position
Add Add nodes Contained in SyncBody
Delete Delete nodes Contained in SyncBody
Get Get value of node Contained in SyncBody
Replace Replace value of node Contained in SyncBody
Exec Execute the operation represented 
by node
Contained in SyncBody
2.3.3.4 Operation Procedure
Generally, the operation procedure has two phases, Setup Phase and Management Phase
[39]. Setup Phase is to exchange the authentication information and device information 
exchange. Management Phase is for the specified management operations, which can be 
repeated several times. The Setup Phase and Management Phase are shown in Figure
2.10 and Figure 2.11 respectively.
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D M  C lien t D M  S e rv e r
PkgO: alert from the server
P kgl:client initialization with client 
credentials and device information
 >
Package 2 :server initialization with server
credentials, initial management operations
or user interaction commands from the
server
V
V
Figure 2.10 Setup Phase
DM Client
Package 3: client response to server 
management operations
 >
Package 4: more user interaction and 
management operations if the session is 
continued
DM Server
| Figure 2.11 Management Phase
1
r
2.3.3.5 Security
For the data security consideration, the management sessions based on OMA DM 
protocol are all encrypted. The security of data is very important because many
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information are included in management messages. Therefore, rules have been made in 
OMA DM protocol to ensure the security o f data in management messages.
Verification
Before the DM Server and mobile device start the management operations, verification 
is necessary. The contents to be verified include:
1. Server ID, the unique identification of Server.
2. User Name, the unique identification of user.
3. Password, both the DM Server side and device side need to pass the password 
verification before the management operation session starts.
4. Nonce, used for calculating the Hash value to prevent from attack.
Integrity
The integrity o f management message is realized by HMAC-MD5. The integrity 
verification of message is not necessary. But when the device side or server side 
requires for integrity verification, it could be realized by HMAC-MD5.
2.3.4 Firmware Update Management Object
FUMO is an OMA specification for updating the firmware of mobile devices 
over-the-air, which allows mobile devices to be updated over-the-air using the 
industry-standard protocol OMA DM. FUMO has been seen as the standard of firmware 
upgrade for mobile devices [6]. In fact, this is a protocol for firmware update in mobile 
devices based on the framework provided by Device Management protocol. Figure 2.12 
shows the overall flow o f the management operation mechanism for firmware update
[40].
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I .Push Initiation
2.D evice Inform ation Exchange
3.R eplace Fw Pkg/D ow nload/PkgU R L
4 .Exec M gnit Tree O bject (for D ow nload)
5.Request U pdate Package
D ow nload Package
K.Final N otification using G eneric Alert
6.D ow nload N otification using G eneric Alert
7.Exec M gm t Tree O bject (for U pdate)
Download
Server
DM
Server
Figure 2.12 Flow o f Firmware Update
The detailed steps o f  firmware update o f  FUM O are as follows:
1. DM Server sends notification to the mobile device in order to make the device 
connect to DM Server.
2. Mobile device connects to DM Server and starts the management session. 
Meanwhile, the mobile device sends client credential and device information to DM 
Server.
3. DM Server sends the URL information o f  the firmware to be downloaded to mobile 
device by using “Replace’' command.
4. DM Server asks the mobile device to execute the download operation by using 
“Exec" command.
5. Mobile device starts to execute the download operation by using the appropriate 
way in different circumstances.
6. When mobile device finishes the download operation, it sends a message to notify 
DM Server that the download operation is finished by using “Generic Alert '1. Then
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DM Server can start new management operations.
7. DM Server asks the mobile device to execute the update operation by using “Exec” 
command.
8. When mobile device finishes the update operation, it sends a message to tell DM
Server that the update operation is finished by using “Generic Alert”. Then DM
Server can start new management operations.
2.3.5 Summary
In this session, we introduce the OMA DM standard and explain how it works as the 
foundation of our research. As we introduced in this session, OMA DM standard for 
firmware upgrade only provides a common framework to satisfy all kinds of firmware 
and all kinds of mobile devices. However, as the vital factor, the specified design of 
management object and management operations is not involved. In fact, the proper 
design of management object and efficient design of management operations have a 
huge impact on the firmware upgrade operations. Besides, as we mentioned in last 
chapter, the download mechanism adopted by FUMO is the traditional centralized 
download method which has the limitations in some circumstances. Therefore, in this 
thesis, we research these problems and propose our solutions by developing a 
decentralised download method and implementing the system using a component based 
mechanism. This will be introduced in next chapter.
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3. Design of Modulation Module Update
3.1 Introduction
OMA DM Standard includes a series of protocols in order to specify the implementation 
of the functions for device management. The protocols of OMA DM Standard provide a 
framework for device management, which specifies the basic rules of device 
management, including the basic flows of the management session and the format of the 
management messages, etc. Based on the basic framework provided, other management 
functions can be added into the framework by other protocols in OMA DM Standard, 
such as FUMO, DiagMon, etc. FUMO protocol for the firmware update in mobile 
device has a lot o f advantages and has been constantly improved.
As we all know, modulation module plays a significant role in radio devices, which is 
directly related to the operation or behavior of the radio device. As we mentioned in 
earlier chapters, the SDR technology offers us a chance to realize multi-functionalities 
based on its software defined feature on physical layer. Therefore, the reconfiguration of  
modulation module is a key point for the realization of multi-mode, multi-band, even 
multi-functionalities. Thus, in this thesis, the Modulation Module Upgrade (MMU) 
framework is proposed for the OTA upgrade of modulation module based on OMA DM 
standard.
This chapter presents the overall design of MMU, mainly including the design of 
management architecture, the management object and the management operations. The 
design of OTA software download mechanism for different circumstances is elaborated 
as well in this chapter.
3.2Logical design of MMU
It is well known that the OMA DM standard plays a dominant role in mobile device 
management and firmware upgrade. It is a widely used standard that has been adopted
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by almost all kinds of mobile devices. Therefore, the adoption of this standard in our 
framework can make the framework more universal and flexible. Although the design 
of MMU is based on the basic framework provided by OMA DM standard, the logical 
structure and the operation mechanism is significantly improved in MMU. Compared 
with the original framework of OMA DM standard, the download operation is 
optimized by the download mechanism we proposed, which is an OTA software 
download mechanism combining the centralized download method and the 
decentralized download method for different circumstances.
In this section, we introduce the logical design of the MMU. The specific design of 
MMU is as followed.
3.2.1 Management Architecture
MMU is a framework for updating the modulation module based on OMA DM. It is an 
improved framework based on the framework provided by OMA DM standard, and is 
designed for dealing with different download situations. As we mentioned in earlier 
chapters, the firmware download method applied by FUMO is limited in specific 
circumstances, and an effective download mechanism is proposed to solve this problem. 
The design of the MMU expands and optimizes the original framework of OMA DM 
standard. The modules for realizing the download mechanism are well designed and 
included in the MMU framework as well.
Figure 3.1 shows the management architecture o f MMU we proposed. The architecture 
of MMU is mainly composed of five parts, which are DM Server, Content Server, 
Central Information Controller (CIC), the Agents and DM Tree in mobile devices. DM 
Server and DM Agent as well as DM Tree are used for achieving the basic functions 
required by OMA DM standard. Content Server and CIC are responsible for centralized 
download method and decentralized download method, respectively. The DL Agent and 
FUMO Agent aim to achieve the download and update operation based on the download 
mechanism and the management operation mechanism we proposed.
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FUMO
A gent
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C e n tra l In fo rm a t io n  C o n tro lle r
Database
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Figure 3.1 Management Architecture
DM Server: DM Server is the server-side implementation o f  the OM A DM protocol. 
Its task is to manage OM A DM compliant devices by using different management 
operations, e.g., provisioning, configuration o f  device, updating software, and fault 
management [41 ].
Content Server: Content Server is to provide and manage the software packages and 
multi-media contents for the software upgrades and bug fix o f  the mobile device. 
Content Server is mainly responsible for the centralized download method.
Mobile Devices: The device to be managed is composed o f  hardware components, 
software modules for managing the hardware components, and device management 
agent that performs software updates/management and firmware updates by connecting 
to the OMA DM server [42].
Device Management Tree (DMT): Each device that supports OM A DM contains a 
Management Tree. The M anagement Tree organizes all available management objects 
in the device in a hierarchical tree structure where all nodes can be uniquely addressed 
with a URL DM Server realizes the management actions by manipulating the nodes in a 
device management tree [43].
DM Agent: DM Agent is a software component that resides in the mobile device. It is
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used to process the messages received from the DM Server, including parsing messages 
from DM Server, interpreting OMA DM commands, and executing relevant actions in 
the device. In addition, the DM agent can also generate relevant responses and send 
them back to the DM Server [44].
FUMO Agent: FUMO Agent coexists with the DM Agent and DL Agent to provide 
firmware downloading and updating functions on the managed device. Generally, 
FUMO Agent and other special purpose agents can coexist to provide additional 
functions on a managed device [45] [46].
DL Agent: DL Agent is a developed module proposed in this thesis. DL Agent 
coexisting with the DM Agent and FUMO Agent aims to manage the download 
operation in mobile devices by intellectively choosing the appropriate way to execute 
software download in different circumstances. The CIC Client included in this agent is used 
for communicating with CIC to realize the decentralized download operation.
CIC: CIC is the module proposed in this thesis to enable decentralized download and 
update operations. It is used for providing available software for mobile devices and 
managing the software download between mobile devices in the specified area.
The design of the logical operation flow of MMU is shown in Figure 3.2. The detailed 
steps o f the flow are as follows:
•  User who has the permission can log in the DM Server and set the management 
operation to manage the mobile devices.
•  DM Server notifies the mobile device to start the software download operation.
•  Mobile device can cancel the download operation by sending related message back 
to DM Server.
•  If download operation is confirmed, mobile device will set the download
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information. It will choose the appropriate download method and execute the 
download operation. Then, the mobile device will send the operation result back to 
DM Server.
•  DM Server notifies the mobile device to start the software update operation.
•  Mobile device can cancel the update operation by sending related message back to 
DM Server.
•  If update operation confirmed, mobile device will execute the update operation and 
send the operation result back to DM Server.
•  Management session closed.
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Figure 3.2 Flow o f Management Operations
3.2.2 Management Object
Virtual tree structure built with the management objects is used for efficient device 
management. Through the DM Agent, DM Server may access individual node of the
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| virtual management tree, or, by accessing the parent node, it may reach all its child
I
I nodes [47][48]. Each firmware or software to be managed in a mobile device
corresponds to a management object. The management object related to a certain
[ firm ware/soft ware has a series of tree nodes, which contains the property information
I
! and the operation information of the firmware/software [40]. In this session, we define
I[
the firmware update management objects in the device management tree for the update
of the modulation module based on FUMO.
Figure 3.3 shows the structure o f the management object for the modulation module,
which shows how the management object of the modulation module is defined,
including its format, Access Control List (ACL) and Scope, and how they relate to other
nodes. The management object is an extension of the DM Tree in the mobile device.
Every managed software or firmware needs to be related to a management object in the 
DM Tree like this structure. DM Server performs the management operations through
operating the nodes in the DM Tree.
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Figure 3.3 Structure of MO for Modulation Module
1. Fwlnfo is an interior node we designed to expand the" root node, acting as the 
entrance of the firmware management object.
Path: ./Fwlnfo
ACL: Get, Scope: dynamic, Format: node.
2. MdPkg is an interior node acting as a placeholder for the modulation module’s 
unique identifier. It stands for a software or firmware that can be managed by DM 
Server. Through accessing the children nodes of MdPkg, DM Server can realize a 
series of management operations on the mobile device.
Path: ./FwInfo/MdPkg
ACL: Get, Scope: dynamic, Format: node
3. PkgName is a leaf node that specifies the name associated with the modulation 
module. By using certain operation commands, DM Server can get the name
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information of the modulation module.'
Path: ,/FwInfo/MdPkg/PkgName 
ACL: Get, Scope: dynamic, Format: chr
4. PkgVersion is a leaf node that specifies the version information associated with the 
modulation module. By using certain operation commands, DM Server can get the 
version information o f the modulation module.
Path: ./FwInfo/MdPkg/ PkgVersion 
ACL: Get, Scope: dynamic, Format: chr
5. Download is an interior node, which acts as the target o f the “Exec” command. DM 
Server operates the node to perform the initialization of the modulation module 
download.
Path: ./FwInfo/MdPkg/ Download 
ACL: Exec, Scope: dynamic, Format: node
6. PkgURL is a leaf node specifying the URL where the modulation module is 
located. In MMU, this node is used to record the address o f the software to be 
downloaded when centralized method is applied. By using certain operation 
commands, DM Server can get or set the URL information of the modulation 
module.
Path: ./FwInfo/MdPkg/ Download / PkgURL 
ACL: Get, Replace, Scope: dynamic, Format: chr
7. Update Update is an interior node, which acts as the target o f the “Exec” command. 
DM Server operates the node to perform the update operation of the modulation 
module to the mobile device.
Path: ./FwInfo/MdPkg/ Update
ACL: Exec, Scope: dynamic, Format: node
8. PkgData is a leaf node acting as the target of a ‘Replace’ command when DM 
Server is used to directly provide the binary firmware update module.
Path: ./FwInfo/MdPkg/ Update / PkgData 
ACL: Replace, Scope: dynamic, Format: Bin
9. DownloadAndUpdate is an interior node and the target of an ‘Exec’ command.
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The update takes place as soon as the download finishes.
Path: ./FwInfo/MdPkg/ DownloadAndUpdate 
ACL: Exec, Scope: dynamic, Format: node
10. PkgURL is a leaf node specifying the URL where the modulation module package 
to be downloaded locates. This node is used to record the address of the software to 
be downloaded when centralized method is applied as well. By using certain 
operation commands, DM Server can get or set the URL information of the 
modulation module.
Path: ./FwInfo/MdPkg/ DownloadAndUpdate / PkgURL 
ACL: Get, Replace, Scope: dynamic, Format: chr
11. State is a leaf node that contains a value indicating the current state of the update of 
the modulation module. By using certain operation commands, DM Server can get 
the state information of the modulation module.
Path: ./FwInfo/MdPkg/ State
ACL: Get, Scope: dynamic, Format: node
3.3.3 Management Operation Mechanism
In order to realize the function of firmware update in mobile device, we designed the 
management operation mechanism for firmware update based on OMA DM and FUMO 
protocols.
Actually, the FUMO protocol only defines the logical flow o f firmware update, which 
does not specify the specific operations or the detailed message exchange flow between 
the server and clients. Therefore, in this section, the management operations of 
modulation module upgrade are exclusively extended and designed in detail. The 
firmware upgrade mechanism we proposed are divided into three phase which are 
initialization phase, download phase and update phase. The three phases in this thesis 
are relatively independent. But the download phase and update phase are based on the 
phase before them. However, as long as the phases before them have been completed,
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these two phases can be executed at any time. For example, the download phase can be 
executed right after the initialization phase or later. This kind of design makes the 
management operation to be more flexible. If any error happens to one phase, it just 
needs to re-execute this phase rather than the entire upgrade operation. The detailed 
design of each phases are as follow.
3.3.3.1 Initialization Phase
Initialization Phase is a phase to deploy the firmware information in the DM Tree. This 
phase needs to be executed only once. Once the related information exists in DM Tree, 
this phase can be skipped. The aim of initialization phase is to add a series of nodes 
related to the management object of modulation module to the DM Tree. DM Server 
can realize the management operation, such as the download operation and the update 
operation, by accessing these nodes.
At the beginning of the initialization phase, the server sends the Notification to the 
client to make the client connect to the server. After the client receives the notification 
message, it sends the initialization message with the device information back to the 
server to allow the server to identify the device. When all these identifications are 
completed, the server executes management operation for the initialization of the 
modulation module update. First, the DM Server sends operation message with “Add” 
command to create Fwlnfo as the entrance of the firmware management object. Then, 
the rest nodes related to the update management object are added by the “Add” 
commands within the next package. In the framework we proposed, the commands of 
adding the management objects are all in one operation message rather than the 
respective messages for higher efficiency [49], Figure 3.4 shows the details of the 
initialization phase.
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3.Pkg #2 ADD 
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./FwInfo/MdPkg/PkgVersion 
./FwInfo/MdPkg/Download 
./FwInfo/MdPkg/Download/PkgURL 
./FwInfo/MdPkg/Update 
./FwInfo/MdPkg/Update/PkgData 
./FwInfo/MdPkg/ DownloadAndUpdate 
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./FwInfo/MdPkg/ State___________________
6.Pkg#3 Statu(200)
7.Pkg #4 Final
Figure 3.4 Initialization Phase
The detailed steps of the Initialization Phase are as follows:
1. DM Server sends notification to the mobile device in order to make the device 
connect to DM Server.
2. Mobile device connects to DM Server and starts the management session. 
Meanwhile, the mobile device sends client credential and device information to DM 
Server.
3. DM Server adds the entrance node “Fwlnfo” to the mobile device by using “Add” 
command. The entrance node needs to be added only once. After it is added to the 
DM Tree, other related nodes can be added to this node.
4. After the entrance node has been added successfully, the mobile device sends 
messages back to DM Server with the state information “200”.
5. After DM Server receives the message with the success information, it starts to add 
other nodes to the mobile device.
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6. After all o f the nodes have been added successfully, the mobile device sends 
messages back to DM Server with the state information “200” which means the 
operation has been successfully completed.
7. After DM Server receives the message with the success information, it can start 
new management operations or terminate the current session.
3.3.3.2 Download Phase
Download Phase is a phase to realize the download operation by using proper 
management commands. The download phase can be activated right after the 
initialization phase or later. The precondition of download phase is that the management 
object of the firmware to be managed has already been existing in DM Tree.
The download of the modulation module phase is mainly based on Download node and 
the PkgURL node. By handling these two nodes, DM Server realizes the control of the 
download operation. Server sends operation message with “Replace” command to 
operate the ./Download/PkgURL for specifying the download descriptor of the 
modulation module. After that, the download procedure is started by the message 
received from the server with “Exec” command on Download node. Figure 3.5 shows 
the details of the download phase.
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DM Client DM Server
1 .Pkg #0 Notification
2 .Pkg #1 Alert(T200) Local URL device information
3.Pkg #2 Replace
Target LocURI: ./FwInfo/MdPkg/Download/PkgURL
4.Pkg #3 StatuQOO')
5.Pkg #4 Exec
Target LocURI: ./FwInfo/MdPkg/Download
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7.Pkg#3 Statu(200)
8. Pkg #4 Final
Figure 3.5 Download Phase
The detailed steps of the Download Phase are as follows:
1. DM Server sends notification to the mobile device in order to make the device 
connect to DM Server.
2. Mobile device connects to DM Server and starts the management session. 
Meanwhile, the mobile device sends client credential and device information to DM 
Server.
3. DM Server sends the URL information to mobile device by using “Replace”
command. Mobile device gets the URL information and writes it into the node
PkgURL.
4. If the mobile device receives the URL information and writes it into the node
PkgURL successfully, it sends a message back to DM Server with the success state
“ 200” .
5. DM Server operates the Download node in the DM Tree of the mobile device by
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using the “Exec” command to start the download operations.
6. Mobile device starts the download operation. The download of the firmware 
package has two methods, which are the centralized method and the decentralized 
method. In addition, the centralized method also includes two different ways. One 
way is to download the firmware package from the download server provided by 
other providers, using http protocol or other effective protocols. The other way is to 
download the firmware package from the device management download server by 
using the download protocol specified by DM Standard. In this thesis, we only take 
the former situation into consideration. The download mechanism we proposed will 
be introduced in next section.
7. If the download operation is successfully finished, the mobile device sends a 
message back to DM Server with the success state “200”.
8. After DM Server receives the message with the success information, it can start 
new management operations or terminate the current session.
3.3.3.3 Update Phase
Update Phase is a phase to realize the update operation by using proper management 
commands. The update phase can be right after the download phase or not. The 
precondition of update phase is that the package of the firmware to be updated has 
already been downloaded to the mobile device.
Update phase is commenced by the message with “Exec” command on the update from 
the server. This phase is right after the client sends the message back to the server to 
notify the server that the download is finished. Client provides firmware update 
manager to manage the update operation of the modulation module on the device. 
Meanwhile, the interface related to the firmware layer is provided as well, which can be 
invoked to complete the modulation module update operation. Figure 3.6 shows the
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details of the update phase.
/  ' 
DM Client
" ----------------------- N
DM Server
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Target LocURI: ./FwInfo/MdPkg/Update
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Figure 3.6 Update Phase
The detailed steps of the Update Phase are as follows. These steps are the extension of
the Download Phase.
9. DM Server operates the Update node in the DM Tree o f the mobile device by using 
the “Exec” command to start the Update operations.
10. Mobile device starts the Update operation. If the Update operation is successfully 
finished, the mobile device sends a message back to DM Server with the success 
state “200”.
11. After DM Server receives the message with the success information, it terminates 
the current session. The management operation for the update o f modulation 
module is finished.
3.3OTA Software Download Mechanism
The framework we proposed extends the download mechanism based on OMA DM,
which combines the centralized and decentralized software download mechanism.
Depends on different situations, the framework chooses the appropriate way to execute
the software download.
3.3.1 Centralized Download Method
In present mobile networks, software upgrades are performed via downloading from 
central servers. The well-known client/server architecture as used in the mobile network 
is the underlying network concept for software distributions. As shown in Figure 3.7, 
the client requests to update the software from the central server, and then the server 
provides software to the client. Therefore, the server is the only element that can 
provide software to client for updating. Although the centralized download mechanism 
is the most traditional way to download software to mobile device, it is still difficult to 
deliver software to a large number o f  clients in a limited timeframe only with a few 
central servers.
3.3.2 Decentralized Download Method
With the decentralized OTA software download method, software can be provided by 
mobile devices as shown in Figure 3.8, which means the software can be downloaded 
from the client nearby. Each mobile device serves as a possible software server. 
Therefore, software can be passed from one device to another through the connection
Software Request 
>  Software Download
Figure 3.7 Centralized OTA Software Download
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like Bluetooth, etc. This method for software distribution could cut down the network 
load and be more effective, especially when there are a lot o f  mobile devices waiting for 
the software to be updated.
Figure 3.8 Decentralized OTA Software Download
3.3.3 Combined Download Mechanism
As mentioned before, this framework combines the centralized download method and 
the decentralized download method. When decentralized download is available, the 
framework will choose this way for software download. If  not, centralized download is 
applied. Figure 3.9 depicts the combined download mechanism.
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C e n t r a l  I n f o r m a t i o n  
C o n t r o l l e r
Figure 3.9 A Combined Download Mechanism
The decentralized part is dominated by the Central Information Controller (C1C) which 
plays a significant role in the entire architecture. C1C is responsible for managing the 
available software information. It broadcasts software information to mobile devices in 
specified area, which aims at informing the mobile devices with the information about 
the software needed in this area. In addition, CIC is also used to register the information 
o f  the mobile device with the available software, accept the software requirement 
messages from the devices which ask for the software to download and send the 
information needed back to those devices. Mobile devices carrying the related software 
register their information to the CIC when they receive the broadcast information from 
CIC asking for some software. Meanwhile, when one mobile device in the specified 
area needs some software, it requests CLC if  there is software available in this area. If 
the software is available, the device gets the information o f  the device with the software 
from the CIC, then connects to that device and gets the software from it. If  not, the 
device downloads the software from the central server by the centralized way. When the 
mobile device with the related software leaves the specified area, the CIC will delete the 
registered infonnation o f  that device.
Figure 3.10 shows the firmware download flow o f  MMU with the combined centralized
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and decentralized download method. When the download operation starts, the client, i.e. 
Client A, checks i f  it is in the area controlled by a CIC. If not, the modulation module 
will be downloaded by the centralized method from the content server. Otherwise, it 
checks i f  it is possible to obtain the modulation module locally from the other clients. It 
sends message to CIC to ask whether the modulation module is available for 
downloading by decentralized way. If it is available, CIC would send Client A the 
information about the client carrying the modulation module which is Client B. Then, 
Client A connects to Client B, and downloads the modulation module from Client B. If 
the modulation module is not available for decentralized way, Client A connects to the 
content server to download the modulation module after analyzing download descriptor 
by HTTP in the centralized way [50].
No
No
Yes
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Operation Ends
1C cheek if modulation module is 
available locally?
Download 
Operation Starts
Client A send query 
message to CIC
Client A downloads 
modulation module 
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information of Client B 
to Client A
Client A downloads 
modulation module 
from content server
Client A requests 
modulation module 
from content server
C lien t A ch eck s  if  it is in  the  a rea  
c o n tro lle d  by C IC
CIC notifies Client A 
that modulation 
module is not available 
locally
Figure 3.10 Flow o f the download Mechanism o f MMU
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3.4 Summary
In this chapter, the design of the MMU is elaborated. This chapter presents the overall 
design of MMU, mainly including the design of management architecture, the 
management object and the management operations. The nodes for the management 
object of modulation module are designed in detail, including the type, format, name, 
size, especially the ACL of each node. The management operations are divided into 
three phase which are initialization phase, download phase and update phase. Each 
phase is elaborated in this chapter. The design o f over-the-air software download 
mechanism which employs the centralized download method and decentralized 
download method for different circumstances is elaborated as well in this chapter.
4. Implementation of Modulation Module 
Update
4.1 Introduction
The design of the management objects, management operation mechanism and the 
download mechanism of MMU have been described in last chapter. Therefore, in this 
chapter, the implementation o f MMU is presented from a coding point o f view. Based 
on the management mechanism and download mechanism presented in last chapter, the 
implementation in this chapter is elaborated from three aspects, which are the DM 
Server side, the client side in mobile devices and the Central Information Controller 
side.
4.2Implementation of DM Server
The main task of DM Server is the device management, which mainly depends on the 
message exchange between server side and client side. From a functional perspective, 
the design and implementation of device management function can be divided into five 
parts as shown in Figure 4.1, which are User Interaction Layer, DM Protocol Layer, 
SyncML Representation Layer, Transport Layer, and Network Layer. This hierarchical 
five-layer structure is a traditional one to implement DM Server. Each layer in this 
structure focuses on its own functions and communicating with other layers by 
interfaces. Based on the traditional five-layer structure, we implemented the DM 
Protocol Layer and SyncML Representation Layer in a more flexible way. The 
implementation of these two layers in this thesis is based on relatively independent 
classes which can be seen as the different components in these layers. These 
components realized by different classes are respectively related to the operation 
commands or the elements in syncML Messages, which can be combined into different 
operations or different syncML messages based on different requirements. This makes 
these layers more flexible and is easy for use and maintenance. The detailed
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implementation of DM Server is as follows.
User Interaction Layer
DM Protocol Layer
SyncML Representation Layer
Transport Layer
Figure 4.1 Functional Layers o f  Dm Server
4.2.1 User Interaction Layer
User Interaction Layer is the highest layer of device management. It is the layer that 
directly handles the management requirements of users. This layer provides user 
interface to get the management request from users, such as the request of software 
update or data collection, etc. It also analyses and processes these requests, then 
converts them into related management instructions and passes these instructions to the 
lower layer. Besides, it is also used to present related information to the users, such as 
the software upgrade results, and so on.
As for the modulation module update requirement, User Interaction Layer needs to deal 
with a series o f commands, such as Add, Copy, Delete, Get, Replace, Exec, etc. 
According to the specific need, these commands can be logically combined so as to 
realize various complex and orderly management operations.
The implementation of User Interaction Layer mainly includes two packages which are 
dm.server.user and dm.server.rqmanager. The detailed design o f dm.server.user and
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dm.server.rqmanage is shown in Figure 4.2.
The dm.server.user package is for dealing with getting the user management 
requirements and presenting the management results. There are mainly two classes in 
this package, which are Requestproc and Resultsproc.
The dm.server.rqmanage package is used for converting the management requirements 
of users into related management instructions by the ordered combination of different 
commands. There are several classes in this package, including IRequest, RqConvert, 
IResult, RqResult, RqAdd, RqDel, RqGet, RqExec, and so on.
Requestproc
-KurrRq: IRequest 
+nextRq: IRequest 
4state: int
+GetnjrrRqO: IRequest 
+GetnexRq(): IRequest 
+GetstateQ: int
RqAdd
-HreePath: String 
-HiodeName: String 
■HrodeAttribute: String
+SettreePathO 
+5etnodeNameO 
+SetAttributeO 
+GettreePathO: String 
HKGetnodeNameO: String 
-tGetnodeAttrSjuteO: String
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RqDel
-HreePath: String 
-HiodeName: String
+SettreePathO 
+SetnodeNameO 
+GettreePathO: String 
+GetnodeNameO: String
IResult
-HsNo: int 
+sqType: String
+GelrsNoO: int 
+SetrsNoO 
+GetrsTypeO: String 
+5etrsTypeO
IRequest
RqConvert ■HqNo: int 
-HqType: String-HJserRq: IRequest 
■HqType: String +GetrqNoO: int 
+5etrqNoO 
+GetrqTypeO: String 
4-SetrqTypeQ
+ConverRqToInstructionO 
+5etType0 
+GetTypeO: String
RqResult
+state: String 
+typeofRq: int
+GetstateQ
+GettypeofRqQ
RqGet
+treePath: String 
-HiodeName: String
+SettreePathO 
+5etnodeNameO 
+GettreePathO: String 
+SetrK)deNameO: String
RqReplace
-HreePath: String 
-HiodeName: String
45ettreePathO 
-tSetnodeNameO 
+GettreePath(): String 
+GetnodeNameO: String
RqExec
-HreePath: String 
-HiodeName: String
+SettreePath() 
-tSetnodeNameO 
+GetnodeNameO: String 
+GettreePathO: String
ResuttsProc
-KurrRs: IResult 
-HiextRs: IResiit 
-(stats: int
+GetarrRsO' IResult 
+GetnextRqO: IResult 
+GetstateO: int
Figure 4.2 Design o f  User Interaction Layer
4.2.2 DM Protocol Layer
DM protocol is a significant layer, which is the highest layer to process the message
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exchange between DM server and mobile devices. It is responsible for managing the 
process o f device management. On the one hand, DM protocol layer gets the SyncML 
objects parsed by SyncML Representation Layer from SyncML messages as well as the 
identification information from Transport Layer. On the other hand, the SyncML 
objects processed by DM Protocol Layer will be passed to SyncML Representation 
Layer. Then, after processed by SyncML Representation, they will be sent to mobile 
device through Transport Layer and Network Layer.
DM Protocol Layer controls the entire procedure of the management operation between 
DM Server and mobile devices. Thus, it provides not only the management function of 
single session but also the control function of the entire session pool. This layer resides 
between User Interaction Layer and SyncML Representation Layer and interacts with 
them. It is used for processing the user management instructions from the User 
Interaction Layer, which encapsulates these instructions into SyncML objects and 
passes them to the SyncML Representation Layer for further processing. Meanwhile, it 
is also used for processing the SyncML objects passed from SyncML Representation 
Layer and feeding back the processing results to User Interaction Layer.
From the perspective of implementation, DM Protocol Layer includes two main 
packages, which are dm.server.engine and dm.server.dmoperation. The detailed design 
of these two packages is shown in Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4.
Figure 4.3 shows the design o f dm.server.engine, which aims to manage the sessions 
and the session pool, and control the initiation, operation, processing and termination of 
the sessions. There are mainly two classes in these two packages, which are dmSession 
and dmSessionPool.
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DmSessionBase
-f-deamPenod: long 
+bmeToLive: long 
-^sessions: HashMap
+GetQ: SyncSession 
+PutC>: void 
-rdeam Q: boolean 
+RemoveO: syncSession
D m SessionP ool
+ transR ead: int 
+ transW nte: int 
+processor: int 
■fsyncmlEncode: int 
+syncm D ecode
+EndQ: void 
+AbortO: void 
-i-GetSessionlDO: String 
+G etC urrStateQ : int 
+MoveToO: void 
+PreProcMsgO'. void 
+ProcessM sgO: SyncML 
+PostProcM sg(): void
< < In te rfa ce > >
Idm Session
■flastRequest: by te  
■fsendCommond: ArrayList 
+*AaitStatusCommands: ArrayList 
-wnoreData: by te
+AbortQ: void 
•+EndQ: void 
4PreProcMsgQ: void 
+PostProcMsgQ: void 
■+ProcessMsgQ: SyncML 
+ProcCompleteMsgQ: SyncML 
+ProcInitMsgQ: SyncML 
+ProcDmMsgO: SyncML
D m Session
Figure 4.3 Design o f dm.server.engine
Figure 4.4 shows the design o f  dm.server.dmoperation, which realizes the user 
instructions in SyncML objects. As mentioned, the operations, such as adding nodes and 
deleting nodes, are all encapsulated into related components. There are several classes 
in dm.server.dmoperation package, which inherits the IdmOperation interface. These 
classes are used to convert the user instructions into the elements o f  SyncML objects. 
As shown in Figure 4.4, these classes are corresponding to the operation commands, 
such as Add, Delete.etc.
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opera tkmAdd
opera tionAlert
opera taonGopy
opera tionSta tus
opera tionGet
< < I n te r f a c E »  
Id mOpera tk>n
+cmAdd: int 
+onAlert: int 
+cmAtomic int 
■KmCopy: int 
-KmDel: int 
+Gr£xec: int 
+onGet: int 
-KmPufc int 
-KrriReplaae: int 
+anResults: int 
-KmSeardi: int 
-KmSequence: frit 
-KmStaius: int 
-HmSyn ereader: frit
+Exeaibe(): void
•fGetCommandO: AbstractCommandO 
+GetCommandIDO: String 
+GetTypeQ: int 
4SetCommand0i void
a '
< -
< 3- -
opera tkmRepIaoe
opera tronSyorfieader
opera tkmPut
opera tkm Seqoence
opera tkmSearch
operation Result
operataonAtonuc
Figure 4.4 Design o f dm.server.dmoperation
4.2.3 SyncML Representaion Layer
SyncML Representation Layer contains all the elements specified by SyncML protocol 
for message exchange. The layer realizes the mapping between the SyncML objects and 
the SyncML messages. Each element in the SyncML message can be mapped to an 
instantiation object. The management instructions set by users can be converted into 
SyncML message from SyncML object by SyncML Representation Layer. Meanwhile, 
the SyncML messages from the client side can be parsed into the SyncML object for 
further processing by this layer as well.
The mapping between syncML object and syncML message is realized by a series of 
classes called element class. Each element in SyncML message can be mapped to the 
related element class. SyncML Representation Layer contains two main packages,
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which are dm.message.syncml and dm.message.coder.
The dm.message.syncml package provides the element class needed, which contains 
two parts, the syncML classes and management command classes. Each element class is 
a component in this layer, which can be combined into different operations or different 
syncML messages based on different requirements. The changing of the component, 
such as adding or deleting, will not influence other components.
Figure 4.5 shows the detailed design of syncML classes. SyncML classes realize the 
basic label elements of syncML messages, such as SyncHdr, SyncBody, Meta, VerProto, 
Source, Target, SessionID,VerDTD, Cred, etc.
SyncHdr
-fcred: Cred 
-Hneta: Meta 
+msgID: Strrig 
+noResp: boolean 
+respURI: String 
+sessionID: Session®  
+source: Source 
+targeti Target 
+verDTD: VerDTD 
-H/erProto: VerProto
+IsNoRespQ: boolean 
4ReadO: void 
+WriteO: void
Meta
SyncML
-fheader: SyncHdr 
+body: SyncBody 
-riastMsg: boolean
■fGetSyncHdrQ: SyncHdr 
+GetSync£odyO: SyncBody 
+IsLastMsgO*. boolean 
+ReadOi void 
+WriteO: void 
+SetSyncHdrO: void 
+SetSyncBodyQ: void
\
VerProto Source
SyncBody
+commands: Arraylist 
-ffinalMsg: boolean
+AddCommandQ: void 
-+IsFinatMsgO: boolean 
4ftead0: void 
+VVriteO: void 
+IsValidCmdQ: boolean
VerDTD
SessionID Cred
Figure 4.5 Design o f  SyncML Classes
Figure 4.6 shows the detailed design of management command classes. Command 
classes realize the operation elements in syncML messages, such as Add, Delete, 
Get,Replace, Exec, Alert, Sequence, etc.
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Sequence
Atomic
Get
Alert
Exec
Search
- z \
{ >
•17
CommandBase
+cmdld: Cmd 
-Hneta: Meta 
-KioResp: boolean
4GetCred0: Cred 
4GetNameQ: String 
+IsNoRespQ: boolean 
+ReadQ: void 
+SetCredQ: void
■i>
■57
.V
ItemizedCommand
-Htems: ArrayList
•+GetMetaQ: meta 
+GetNameO: String 
+ReadQ: void 
+SetMetaQ: Meta
Add D etele Replace
Cred
4GetDataQi String 
-tGetFormatQ: String 
+GetTypeO: String 
+GetUserNameO: String
Cmdld
lle ta
ResponseCommand
+cmdReft String 
-HnsgRef: String 
•fsrcRef: String 
+targetRef: String
+GetNameO: String 
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Figure 4.6 Design o f  Management Command Classes
The dm.message.coder package provides the rest functions which decode the message 
from the Transport Layer into SyncML message and encode SyncML message for the 
Transport Layer. The design of dm.message.coder is shown in Figure 4.7.
« I n t e r f a c e »
Coder
•fDecodeQ: SyncML 
■HEnCodeO: byteQ
SyncMLCode
-fmsgID: String
+Decode£): SyncML 
4£ncode0: byteQ 
+DecodeSyncMLO: SyncML 
4&»codeSyncM(): byteQ
Figure 4.7 Design o f the dm.message.coder
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4.2.4 Transport Layer
Transport Layer is the carrier o f message exchange between server side and client side 
of MMU. At present, there are three kinds of SyncML message exchange carrier in 
SyncML protocol, which are HTTP, WAP, and OBEX [51]. In this thesis, the MMU is 
mainly based on Http. The server side uses Jave Sevlet to process the HTTP requests 
from the client side. The business logic is encapsulated as a servlet, which can be 
invoked by HTTP request from client side.
Transport Layer includes two important classes, DmServlet and Protocollnfo. 
DmServlet inherits javax.servlet.http.HttpServlet, aiming for receiving and sending 
SyncML messages. Protocollnfo is used for saving the basic HTTP protocol 
information, including host, content-type, accept, etc. DmServlet gets the protocol 
information by dopost() and encapsulates it into protocollnfo, then passes it to SyncML 
Representation Layer for further processing. The design of DmServlet and Protocollnfo 
is shown in Figure 4.8.
HttpServtet
Dm Servlet
+config: String 
•fservUri: String 
^session: String
Protocollnfo
+versionID: String
•fverwonlD: String
4GetType0i String
+destroyO: void 
4doGetO: void 
-KloPostOi void 
-HnitO: void
+5etProtoc6ttnfbO: void
+GetVersionQ: String 
+5etTypeO: void 
45etVersionQ: void
Figure 4.8 Design o f Transport Layer
4.3 Implementation of Agents in Mobile devices
The main task o f Agents in mobile devices is to communicate with DM Server to
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achieve the mobile device remotely management operation. Therefore, due to the 
different aims of the management, the functions o f the agents in mobile devices are 
different. In this thesis, we designed the Agents in mobile devices for the function of 
software upgrade over-the-air.
The implementation of these clients is also component based. Each part or function 
module can be seen as a component in the mobile device, which is relatively 
independent to each other. Each component provides interfaces to other components and 
invokes the interfaces provided by other components to realize the communications 
between different components. The change of each component will have less influence 
on other components, and new functionalities can be added by adding new component. 
This implementation to designMMU is more effective than traditional implementation 
method and makes the framework more flexible and easy to maintenance. In this
session, the detailed design of these agents is presented.
4.3.1 Overall design
This section describes the overall design of the Clients of MMU from the aspect of
function and the aspect o f implementation. The specific design is as followed.
4.3.1.1 Functional Design
As we mentioned in last chapter, the client side o f MMU is the clients residing in 
mobile devices, which is responsible for processing the management operations from 
server side. DM Server achieves the management function o f mobile device by the 
message exchange between the server side and client side. Focusing on the software 
upgrade function, the client side is composed o f several Agents in mobile devices, 
which are DM Agent, FUMO Agent, DL Agent and DM Tree. Figure 4.9 shows the 
functional structure o f the client side of MMU.
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Figure 4.9 Functional Structure o f Client Side
4.3.1.2 Programming Design
In this section, the design o f  the client side o f  MMU is presented from a programming 
point o f  view. As shown in Figure 4.10, the implementation o f  MMU is divided into 
four layers. They are, from the top to bottom, Application Layer, DM Core Layer, 
Hardware Abstract Layer, and Operating System.
Application
Layer
SyncM L
ParseDevice
M anagem ent
Core
Layer
D M  P rotocol H andler
SyncML
M essageNotification  
H andler „ HTTP
FUM O M anager DL M anager
Tree M anager
Tree
O perating System
Hardw are A bstract Laver
Figure 4.10 Programming Design o f Agents in Mobile Device
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4.3.2 Device Management Core Layer
DM Core Layer is the layer to realize DM Agent, which provides the basic device 
management functions based on OMA DM Standard. It parses the messages received 
from DM Server into the related operation instructions, and passes them to Application 
Layer for further processing. Besides, it is also responsible for encapsulating the 
management results into SyncML messages and passes them to the lower layer. DM 
Core Layer includes seven function modules which are DM Tree Manger, DM Tree 
Storage, SyncML Parse, SyncML Manager, DM Protocol Handler, Notification Handler, 
and HTTP Handler. DM Tree is implemented by the DM Tree Manger module and DM 
Tree Storage module. And DM Agent is realized by the rest modules. As mentioned, in 
this thesis, the implementation of each function module is based on the concept of 
component. The detail design is as follows.
4.3.2.1 DM Tree
From a coding point of view, DM Tree is a tree structure of the management objects. 
Each node in DM Tree is corresponding to a management object for the device 
management. Due to the management operation of devices is based on the operation of 
the DM Tree, the implementation of DM Tree is composed of two packages which are 
dm.client.tree and dm.client.treemanager.
The dm.client.tree package is used for realizing the basic elements of DM Tree, 
including the interior node and leaf node as well as the attributes o f them. The 
dm.client.treemanager package is to implement the operation o f DM Tree, such as 
adding nodes, deleting nodes, changing attributes, etc. There are five classes in these 
packages, including TreeNodeBase, DmACL, TreeManager, InteriorNode, Leafhode. 
The detailed design of these two packages is shown in Figure 4.11.
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TreeNodeBase
4-uri: String 
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4-timeStamp: Date 
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DmACL
Figure 4.11 Design o f  DM Tree
4.3.2.2 DM Agent
DM Agent is used for realizing the basic functions of device management, which is the 
basis of software upgrade and other further functions. DM Agent provides the function 
of message exchange specified by OMA DM Standard, such as parsing the syncML 
messages, and so on. Therefore, other agents can exchange information with DM Server 
based on DM Agent so as to realize other new functions.
DM Agent is composed of three packages which are dm.client.protocolhander and, 
dm.client.syncmlparse, and dm.client.syncmlmsg.
The dm.client.protocolhander package contains a series of classes of DM management,
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which is used for controlling the starting, operation, processing and termination of 
sessions. The dm.client.syncmlparse package is used for decoding the messages from 
DM Server or encoding the SyncML objects into the SyncML messages. The 
dm.client.syncmlmsg package is for implementing the classes of the elements in 
SyncML message, which has the same function as the SyncML Representation Layer in 
DM Server. The detail design of the DM Agent is shown in Figure 4.12.
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Figure 4.12 Design o f  DM Agent
4.3.3 Application Layer
Application Layer is the highest layer to directly process the management operation of 
software upgrade. It receives the operation instructions from DM Core Layer and 
realizes the specified management operations, such as software download, software
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update, etc. Besides, it also sends back the operation results to DM Core Layer for 
further processing. Then, the results can be sent back to the server side. FUMO Agent 
and DL Agent are both in this layer.
4.3.3.1 FUMO Agent
As we mentioned in chapter 3, FUMO Agent is responsible for the firmware upgrade 
function for mobile devices. From the implementation point of view, the task o f FUMO 
Agent focuses on the firmware upgrade, which means it is unnecessary for FUMO 
Agent to know how the message exchange is realized. In other words, the message 
exchange function is provided by DM Agent and FUMO Agent can just invoke the 
interface provided by DM Agent to exchange the firmware upgrade information with 
the DM Server.
The design and implementation of FUMO Agent is mainly composed of two packages 
which are dm.client.downloadmanager and dm.client.updatemanager.
The dm.client.downloadmanager is responsible for processing the software upgrade 
information parsed by DM Core Layer and managing the download of the software with 
the DL Agent. It is also responsible for the software download when centralized 
download method is employed. The dm.client.updatemanager package is to manage the 
update operation of the software needed to be updated. The detailed design of them is 
shown in Figure 4.13.
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Figure 4.13 Design of FUMO Agent
4.3.3.2 DL Agent
DL Agent is designed for the software download mechanism we proposed. It works 
with FUMO Agent to realize the software download in different circumstances. In brief, 
it exchanges the information with CIC by the CIC Client module to make the decision 
of the download method and is responsible for achieving the decentralized software 
download when decentralized method is chosen.
The implementation of DL Agent is for making the decision of the download method 
and downloading software package by decentralized download method. Therefore, DL
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Agent needs to have the capability for communicating with CIC to get the available 
software information. In addition, it also needs to have the function to communicate 
with the mobile device nearby for the software download by the decentralized method. 
The design and implementation of DL Agent is in one package named 
dm.client.dlagent.
The dm.client.dlagent is composed of five classes which are responsible for five 
different functions respectively. The DIManager class is the main part in DL Agent, 
which manages the operation of other classes and communicates with FUMO Agent to 
inform it the available download method. The RspforSwRQ class is used to require 
software information from CIC. The DIMethodDecider is responsible for deciding 
which download method is available based on the information getting from CIC. The 
Communication class is used for the communication between DL Agent and other 
devices, such as other mobile devices or the CIC. The decentralizedDownloader class is 
for the software download in decentralized method when decentralized download 
method is chosen. The detailed design of them is shown in Figure 4.14.
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Figure 4.14 Design of DL Agent
4.4Central Information Controller
CIC manages the available software information in the specific area and decides 
whether the decentralized download method will be used when the mobile devices 
request firmware to be updated. Therefore, from the coding point of view, the design 
and implementation of CIC is composed o f five classes which are five function modules 
of CIC. These five classes are Broadcast, Register, DeviceManager, SoftwareManager 
and Communication. The detailed design of them is shown in Figure 4.15.
As CIC is a separate part out of the OMA DM framework, the detailed design and the 
way it works with DL Agent are described as follows.
Broadcast class uses ‘Req4SW’ to broadcast to its neighbors to request the software its
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neighbors have and any neighbor who has the software returns the device and software 
information to CIC by the ‘Req4Register’ command from CIC. CIC will then register 
the mobile devices with the software by ‘ AddDev’ function of Register module. If the 
device has left the area, the device information will be removed by ‘RemoveDev’ 
function. After registering the devices, CIC uses DeviceManager and SoftwareManager 
classes to manage specific device and software. When any device would like to 
upgrade/update its firmware, it will request the information from CIC, which is done by 
the Communication module. Once the information is found, the device will establish a 
direct link with the device having the software and download the software from that 
device. If CIC doesn’t have the required information, the device will communicate with 
the Content Server directly and the traditional OMA DM download process will work.
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Figure 4.15 Design of CIC
4.5 Summary
In this chapter, the implementation of MMU is elaborated from a coding point of view. 
The implementation of DM Server is realized by five parts which are User Interaction 
Layer, DM Protocol Layer, SyncML Representation Layer, Transport Layer, and 
Network Layer. The detailed implementation of the clients in mobile devices is also 
explained in this chapter, including the design o f DM Tree, DM Agent, FUMO Agent, 
and DL Agent. Moreover, the detailed design of CIC is presented as well.
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5. Test and Verification Results
5.1 Introduction
As we mentioned in earlier chapters, the MMU is an implementation of the framework 
we proposed for software upgrade. It is used for the update o f the modulation modules 
in mobile devices. It implements the management objects and management operation 
mechanism as well as the download mechanism we proposed.
In this thesis, we simulated the server side and the client side of the framework, which 
are respectively MMU Server and MMU Client. MMU Server implements the basic 
functions of DM Server, which mainly aims at realizing the modulation module upgrade 
operations. MMU Client is a simulation of the mobile devices, which implements the 
agents we proposed for the software upgrade. CIC has also been implemented for the 
decentralized download method.
Two object-oriented programming languages, Java and C# are employed for the 
implementation of each part. The C# programming language is used to realize the user 
interaction part, such as the setting of the management operations, the result display, etc. 
The Java programming language is applied for the implementation of background 
processing.
MMU simulates both the centralized download method and decentralized download 
method for the modulation module upgrade. In the simulation, MMU Server, Content 
Server, CIC, as well as the MMU Clients are distributed in different laptops. The 
communications between them are based on wireless local area network. The 
experimental environment includes the IBM laptops with 1 GB memory. Windows XP 
is used as the operating system.
In this chapter, the results of the implementation o f MMU are presented to verify the 
feasibility of the framework we proposed.
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5.2Test Procedure
In this section, the test method and procedure are elaborated. The test procedure is based 
on the three phases we proposed for the modulation module upgrade. Both of the 
centralized method and decentralized method are verified. The detailed test procedure 
for modulation module upgrade in centralized and decentralized scenarios is as follows.
5.2.1 Decentralized Download
The simulation environment we designed to test the decentralized download method is 
shown in Figure 5.1. MMU Server, Content Server, CIC, as well as the MMU Clients 
are distributed in different laptops. There are four MMU Clients with the labels 1-4 in 
this area, and one of them (MMU Client 1) carries the modulation module upgrade 
package. Therefore, for the other MMU Clients in this area, the download operation 
should be achieved by the decentralized method.
In this thesis, MMU Client 2 is used to test the decentralized download method. The 
detailed steps are as follows.
® Initialization phase. The tree nodes related to modulation module should be added to 
the DM Tree in MMU Client 2.
© The message exchange to start the download operation at the beginning of the 
download phase.
© The information exchange between MMU Client 2 and CIC for decentralized 
download operation.
© MMU Client 2 downloads the modulation module package from MMU Client 1 by 
decentralized download method.
© MMU Client 2 returns the download result to MMU Server.
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©  Update Phase. Update the modulation module in MMU Client 2.
M M U
S e rv e r
C o n te n t  S e rv e r
CIC
MMU Client carry ing m o d u la t io n  m o d u le  u p g ra d e  packages
MMU Client need in g  to  be  u p g ra d ed
Figure 5.1 Decentralized Download Test
5.2.2 Centralized Download
The test for the centralized download method is after the test o f  decentralized method. 
The simulation environment we designed to test the decentralized download method is 
shown in Figure 5.2. The M M U Client 1 and MMU Client 2 have moved out o f  the area 
controlled by CIC. Therefore, the upgrade operation for M M U Client 3 and MMU 
Client 4 can only be achieved by centralized method.
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Figure 5.2 Centralized Download Test
In this thesis, MMU Client 3 is used to test the centralized download method. The 
detailed steps are as follows.
0  Initialization phase. The tree nodes related to modulation module should be added to 
the DM Tree in MMU Client 3.
0  The message exchange to start the download operation at the beginning o f  the 
download phase.
0  The information exchange between MMU Client 3 and CIC. CIC notifies MMU 
Client 3 that there are no other clients carrying the upgrade package in this area.
® M M U Client 3 downloads the modulation module package from Content Server by 
centralized download method.
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® MMU Client 3 returns the download result to MMU Server.
© Update Phase. Update the modulation module in MMU Client 3.
5.3 Test Results
The test results are presented in this section in the order of the three phases. As the 
initialization phase and update phase are the same as the centralized download test and 
decentralized download test, we will only show the results o f the download phase for 
both tests.
5.3.1Initialization Phase
The initialization phase is related to the step (D of both centralized download test and 
decentralized download test.
5.3.1.1 Configuration
To get connection with DM Server, a client needs to set a series o f parameters properly. 
These parameters are the base of the save communication between MMU Server and 
MMU Client. The parameters include the device information, encoding mode and the 
account information of the server. Figure 5.3 shows the configuration interface of MMU 
Client 2.
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Figure 5.3 Configuration Interface in MMU Client 2
5.3.1.2 MMU Server
In M M U, the aim o f  initialization phase is to add the tree nodes which are related to 
modulation module to the DM Tree. Therefore, all nodes related to modulation module 
should be added before other phases start. The nodes should be added in a proper order 
as well which has been defined in Chapter 3. Figure 5.4 shows the information o f  MMU 
Server, which presents the operations defined by MMU Server and the related syncML 
messages sent to M M U Client 2. As shown in Figure 5.4, the node Mdpkg, which is the 
entrance node o f  other nodes, is added first. Then the rest nodes are added successively.
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Figure 5.4 Log o f Initialization in MMU Server
Table 5.1 shows the syncML message sent from MMU Server to MMU Client 2. This 
message is one o f  the messages in initialization phase, which is to add the Fwlnfo node 
into the DM Tree. The name and the path as well as the type o f  the node are included in 
this message under the command “Add".
Table 5.1 Message o f  Adding Management Object
<SyncML xmlns=’SYNCML:SYNCML1.2’>
<SyncHdr>
<VerDTD>1.2</VerDTD>
<VerProto>DM/1.2</VerProto>
<SessionlD>1</SessionID>
<MsgID>1</MsgID>
<Target>
<LocURI>IMEI:000000000000000</LocURI>
</Target>
<Source>
<LocURI>http://localhost/Managements /LocURI> 
</Source>
</SyncHdr>
<SyncBody>
<Status>
<MsgRef>1</MsgRef><CmdRef>1</CmdRef>
<CmdID>7</CmdID>
<Cmd>Alert</Cmd>
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<Data>200</Data>
</Status>
<Add>
<CmdID> 4</CmdID>
<Item>
<Target>
<LocURI>./Fwlnfo</LocURI>
<LocName> Fwlnfo</LocName>
</Target>
<Meta>
<Type xmlns='syncml:metinf' ></Type>
<Format xmlns='syncml:metinf'>node</Format> 
</Meta>
</11 em>
</Add>
<Final/>
</SyncBody>
</SyncML>________________________________________________
5.3.1.3 MMU Client
After receiving the operation message from MMU Server, MMU Client 2 starts to 
execute the operations specified in the message. In initialization phase, the messages 
received from server are mainly for adding the nodes. As for the nodes adding, MMU 
Client 2 will check if the nodes exist already. If not, the operation of adding nodes will 
be executed.
Figure 5.5 shows the log information of the MMU Client 2, which presents the 
operations executed by MMU Client 2 and the related syncML messages sent back to 
MMU Server. As shown in Figure 5.5, the nodes related to modulation module are 
added successively.
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Figure 5.5 Log o f Initialization in MMU Client 2
Table 5.2 shows the syncML message sent back to MMU Server from MMU Client 2. 
This message is one o f  the messages in initialization phase to inform the MMU Server 
that the node adding operation has been finished successfully. The status code 200 is 
included in this message under the element ‘‘Status’'.
Table 5.2 Message o f Initialization Results o f MMU Client 2
<SyncML xmlns='SYNCML:SYNCML1.2 *>
<SyncHdr>
<VerDTD>1.2</VerDTD>
<VerProto>DM/1.2</VerProto> 
<SessionID>l</SessionID>
<MsgID>2</MsgID>
<Target>
<LocURI> http://localhost/Management </LocURI> 
</Target>
<Source>
<LocURI>IMEI:000000000000000</LocURI>
</Source>
</SyncHdr>
<SyncBody>
<Status>
<MsgRef>1</MsgRef>
<CmdID>l</CmdID>
<CmdRef> 0</CmdRef>
_______ <Cmd>SyncHdr</Cmd>________
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<Data>200</Data>
</Status>
<Status>
<MsgRef>1</MsgRef> 
<CmdRef> 4</CmdRef> 
<CmdID> 4</CmdID>
< Cmd> Add</Cmd> 
<Data>200</Data> 
</Status>
<Final/>
</SyncBody>
</SyncML>
5.3.1.4 DM Tree
The tree nodes in DM Tree represent the management objects in mobile devices. 
Therefore, the adding of the node is not only just adding the node into the DM Tree, but 
also the attributes of the nodes. Figure 5.6 show the nodes of the DM Tree before the 
nodes of the modulation module are added. The nodes in Figure 5.6 are the basic nodes 
in a DM Tree. That means if  a mobile device could be managed by a DM Server, these 
nodes are necessary. Figure 5.7 shows the nodes of the DM Tree after the nodes of 
modulation module are added in initialization phase. As shown in Figure 5.7, the nodes 
as well as their attributes are added into the DM Tree.
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5.3.2Download Phase
The update phase is related to the step © © @ (D of both centralized download test and 
decentralized download test.
5.3.2.1 Message Exchange in Download Phase
The message exchange at the beginning of download phase is related to the step © of 
both centralized download test and decentralized download test.
As mentioned, the task of download phase is to realize the download execution of 
modulation module by proper method. Actually, the download method is decided by 
MMU Client. That means in MMU Server side, the management operation defined is 
the same as both download method. Therefore, in this section, we only present the test 
results between MMU Server and MMU Client 2 in this section.
Figure 5.8 shows the log information of the MMU Server, which presents the operations 
defined by MMU Server and the related syncML messages sent to MMU Client 2. As 
shown in Figure 5.8, during the download phase, there are two management operations 
need to be executed. The two operations are “Replace” and “Exec”.
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Figure 5.8 Log o f Download Phase in MMU Server
Table 5.3 shows the syncML message sent from MMU Server to MMU Client 2 for the 
'“Replace" operation. This message is one o f  the messages in download phase, which is 
to replace the attribute o f  PkgURL node in the path o f  
“ ./FwInfo/MdPkg/Download/PkgURL". The PkgURL node records the download 
information o f  the modulation module for the centralization download method. When 
the centralization download method is chosen, this download address recorded in 
PkgURL will be used. As shown in Table 5.3, the name and path as well as the value o f  
the node are included in this message under the command '‘Replace'*.
Table 5.3 Message o f Configuration o f PkgURL Node
<SyncML xmlns='SYNCML:SYNCML1.2'>
<SyncHdr>
<VerDTD>1.2</VerDTD>
<VerProto>DM/1.2</VerProto> 
<SessionID>l</SessionI D>
<MsgID>2</MsgID>
<Target>
< LocURI>IMEI: OOOOOOOOOOOOOOCK/LocURI> 
_____</Target>______________________________
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< Source>
<LocURI> http://localhost/Management </LocURI>
</Source>
</SyncHdr>
<SyncBody>
<Status>
<MsgRef>2</MsgRef>
< CmdID>1</CmdID>
<Cmd> SyncHdr</Cmd>
<Data>212</Data>
</Status>
<Replace>
< CmdID>6</CmdID>
<Item>
<Target>
<LocURI>./Fwlnfo/MdPkg/Download/PkgURL </LocURI> 
<LocName> PkgURL </LocName>
</Target>
<Data> http://localhost:1234 </Data>
</Item>
</Replace>
<Final/>
</SyncBody>
< /SyncML>________________ _____________________________________
Table 5.4 shows the syncML message sent back to MMU Server from MMU Client 2. 
This message is one of the messages in download phase to inform the MMU Server that 
the “Replace” operation has been finished successfully. The status code 200 is included 
in this message under the element “Status”.
Table 5.4 Message o f  Configuration Results o f  MMU Client 2
<SyncML xmlns='SYNCML:SYNCML1.2’>
<SyncHdr>
<VerDTD>1.2</VerDTD>
<VerProto>DM/l.2</VerProto>
<SessionID>l</SessionID>
<MsgID>2</MsgID>
<Target>
<LocURI> http://localhost/Management </LocURI> 
</Target>
<Source>
<LocURI>IMEI: 00000000000000CK/LocURI> 
</Source>
</SyncHdr>
<SyncBody>
<Status>
<MsgRef>2</MsgRef>
<CmdID>l</CmdID>
<CmdRef> 0</CmdRef>
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<Cmd>SyncHdr</Cmd>
<Data>200</Data>
</Status>
<Status>
<MsgRef>1</MsgRef> 
<CmdRef> 6</CmdRef> 
< CmdID> 3</CmdI D> 
<Cmd>Replace</Cmd> 
<Data>200</Data>
< /Status>
<Final/>
</SyncBody>
</SyncML>
Table 5.5 shows the syncML message sent from MMU Server to MMU Client 2 for the 
“Exec” download operation. This message is one of the messages in download phase, 
which is to initiate the download execution in mobile devices. The target of the Exec 
command is the Download node in DM Tree. As shown in Table 5.5, the name and the 
path of the target node are included in this message under the command “Exec”.
Table 5.5 Message o f  Execution Command for Download
<SyncML xmlns^'SYNCML:SYNCML1.2'>
<SyncHdr>
<VerDTD>1.2</VerDTD>
<VerProto>DM/1.2</VerProto> 
<SessionID>l</SessionID>
<MsgID> 3</MsgID>
<Target>
<LocURI> http://localhost/Management </LocURI> 
</Target>
<Source>
<LocURI>IMEI:00000000000000CK/LocURI>
</Source>
</SyncHdr>
<SyncBody>
<Status>
<MsgRef>2</MsgRef>
<CmdID>1</CmdID>
<Cmd>SyncHdr</Cmd>
<Data>200</Data>
</Status>
<Exec>
< Cmd I D> 7< / Cmd I D>
<Item>
<Target>
<LocURI>./Fwlnfo/MdPkg/Download</LocURI> 
<LocName>Download</LocName>
</Target>
</Item>
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</Exec> 
<Final/> 
</SyncBody> 
</SyncML>
5.3.2.2 CIC for Decentralized Download
The decentralized download step is related to the step (D of decentralized download 
test. After receiving the download operation message from MMU Server, MMU Client 
2 or MMU Client 3 starts to execute the operations specified in the message. In the 
download phase, the “Exec” message received from MMU Server is only for initiating 
the download operation. Therefore, MMU Clients 2 and MMU Client 3 need to decide 
which download method is applied in different circumstances. In this section, the results 
show the operations of CIC and the communications between CIC and MMU Clients 2.
CIC keeps the available software information and is responsible for providing this 
information to the mobile devices. Figure 5.9 shows the log information of CIC, which 
presents the operations in CIC and the communication procedures between CIC and 
MMU Client 2. As shown in Figure 5.9, CIC requests software 024124523, which is the 
modulation module by broadcasting, and gets the device information of MMU Client 1 
carrying the software. When CIC receives the request from MMU Client 2, it sends the 
information of the MMU Client 1 to MMU Client 2. Therefore, the decentralized 
download can be applied by MMU Client 2.
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Figure 5.9 Log o f CIC
5.3.2.4 Decentralized Download
The decentralized download step is related to the step @ ©  o f  decentralized download 
test. When decentralized download method is chosen, the modulation module will be 
downloaded from the MMU Client 1 nearby locally. Figure 5.10 shows the log 
information o f  the MMU Client 2, which presents the operations executed by MMU 
Client 2 and the related syncML messages sent back to M M U Server. As shown in 
Figure 5.10, the download operation in decentralized download method is executed 
successively.
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Figure 5.10 Log o f Decentralized Download in MMU Client 2
Table 5.6 shows the syneML message sent back to MMU Server from MMU Client 2. 
This message is one o f  the messages in download phase to inform the MMU Server that 
centralization download has been finished successfully. The status code 200 is included 
in this message under the element "Status".
Table 5.6 Message o f Decentralization Download Results o f MMU Client 2
<SyncML xmlns='SYNCML:SYNCML1.2'>
<SyncHdr>
<VerDTD>1.2</VerDTD>
<VerProto>DM/l.2</VerProto>
<SessionID>l</SessionID>
<MsgID>2</MsgID>
<Target>
<LocURI> http://localhost/Management </LocURI> 
</Target>
<Source>
<LocURI>IMEI:000000000000000</LocURI>
</Source>
</SyncHdr>
<SyncBody>
<Status>
<MsgRef>2</MsgRef>
< CmdID>1</CmdID>
<CmdRef> 0</CmdRef>
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<Cmd> SyncHdr</Cmd> 
<Data>200</Data>
</Status>
<Status>
<MsgRef>1</MsgRef> 
<CmdRef> 5</CmdRef> 
<CmdID>9</CmdID>
< Cmd> E x e c< / Cmd> 
<Data> 200</Data>
</Status>
<Final/>
</SyncBody>
</SyncML>
5.3.2.3 Centralized Download
This section is related to the step © © of centralized download test. When centralized 
download method is chosen, the modulation module will be downloaded from the 
content server whose address has been obtained by the “Replace” operation in the 
earlier message. Figure 5.11 shows the log information of the MMU Client 3, which 
presents the download operations executed by MMU Client 3 and the related syncML 
messages sent back to MMU Server. As shown in Figure 5.11, the download operation 
in centralized download method is executed successively.
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Table 5.7 shows the syncML message sent back to MMU Server from MMU Client 3. 
This message is one o f  the messages in download phase to inform the MMU Server that 
centralization download operation has been finished successfully. The status code 200 is 
included in this message under the element “Status” .
Table 5.7 Message o f Centralization Download Results o f  MMU Client 3
<SyncML xmlns='SYNCML:SYNCML1.2'>
<SyncHdr>
<VerDTD>1.2</VerDTD>
<VerProto>DM/1.2</VerProto> 
<SessionID>l</SessionID>
<MsgID>2</MsgID>
<Target>
<LocURI> http://localhost/Management </LocURI> 
</Target>
<Source>
<LocURI>IMEI:000000000000000</LocURI>
</Source>
</SyncHdr>
<SyncBody>
<Status>
<MsgRef>2</MsgRef>
< CmdID>1</CmdID>
< CmdRe f> 0</CmdRe f>
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<Cmd> SyncHdr</Cmd>
< Data> 2 00</Data>
</Status>
<Status>
<MsgRef>1</MsgRef>
< CmdRe f> 7</CmdRe f>
< CmdID> 9</CmdID> 
<Cmd>Exec</Cmd> 
<Data>200</Data>
</Status>
<Final/>
</SyncBody>
</SyncML>
5.3.3Update Phase
The update phase is related to the step © of both centralized download test and 
decentralized download test. Due to the update phase are the same as the two tests, we 
only present the test results between MMU Server and MMU Client 2 in this section.
5.3.3.1 MMU Server
As mentioned, the task of update phase is to finish the update execution of modulation 
module. The precondition of update execution is that the download execution has been 
finished successfully. That means the modulation module package is downloaded into 
the mobile device. Figure 5.12 shows the log information of the MMU Server, which 
presents the operations defined by MMU Server and the related syncML messages send 
to MMU Client 2. As shown in Figure 5.12, the update operation is initiated by the 
command “Exec” on node Update.
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Figure 5.12 Log o f Update Phase in MMU Server
Table 5.8 shows the syncML message sent from MMU Server to MMU Client 2 for the 
“Exec" update operation. This message is one o f  the messages in update phase, which is 
to initiate the update execution in mobile devices. The target o f  the Exec command is 
the Update node in DM Tree. As shown in Table 5.8, the name and the path o f  the target 
node are included in this message under the command '‘Exec".
Table 5.8 Message o f Execution Command for Update
<SyncML xmlns='SYNCML:SYNCML1.2’>
<SyncHdr>
<VerDTD>1.2</VerDTD>
<VerProto>DM/l.2</VerProto> 
<SessionID>l</SessionID>
<MsgID> 3</MsgID>
<Target>
<LocURI> http://localhost/Management </LocURI> 
</Target>
<Source>
< LocURI>IME1:000000000000000</LocURI>
</Source>
</SyncHdr>
<SyncBody>
<Status>
_____  <MsgRef>2< /MsgRef> __________________ _____
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< CmdlD>1</CmdID>
<Cmd>SyncHdr</Cmd>
<Data> 200</Data>
</Status>
<Exec>
<CmdID>5</CmdID>
<Item>
<Target>
<LocURI>./Fwlnfo/MdPkg/Update</LocURI> 
<LocName>Update</LocName>
</Target>
</Item>
</Exec>
<Final/>
</SyncBody>
< /SyncML>
5.3.3.2 MMU Client
After receiving the operation message from MMU Server, MMU Client 2 starts to 
execute the update operation specified in the message. The update of modulation 
module is realized through the interface provided hardware abstract layer. Figure 5.13 
shows the log information of the MMU Client 2, which presents the update operations 
executed by MMU Client 2 and the related syncML messages sent back to MMU Server. 
As shown in Figure 5.13, the update operation is executed successively.
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bJ M M U  Client iej UiaJ’
C onfiguration Setting Help
D ev ice  & A c c o u n t | DM T re e  1 Log
Management 
O p e ra ti  on
I n i t ia l iz a t io n
Phase
Download Phase
Update Phase
2 0 :0 6 :3 1  R ec e iv e  S e rv e r  Management 
O p e ra tio n  M essage from S e rv e r  | 
2 0 :0 6 :3 1  S t a r t  u p d a t in g  m o d u la tio n  
package
2 0 :0 6 :4 5  M o d u la tio n  p ac k ag e  have 
b ee n  u p d a te d  from V e rs io n  1 to  
V e rs io n  2 
2 0 :0 6 :4 6  
Send C l i e n t  R esponse to  s e r v e r
</SyncH dr>
<SyncBody>
< S ta tu s >
<MsgRef>2</MsgRef> 
<CmdID>l </CmdID> 
<CmdRefXl</CmdRef> 
«Cm d>SyncHdr <i/Cm d> 
<Data>200<7Data> 
< /S ta tu s >
< S ta tu s >
<MsgRef>l </MsgRef> 
<JCmdRef>5</CmdRef> 
<CmdID>5</CmdID> 
<Cmd>Exec4/Cmd> 
< D ata>200</D ata>  
4 /S ta tu s >
< J in a l />
4/SyncBody>
4/SyncM L/
Figure 5.13 Log o f  Update in MMU Client 2
Table 5.9 shows the syncML message sent back to MMU Server from MMU Client 2. 
This message is one o f  the messages in update phase to inform the M M U Server that the 
“ Exec" update operation has been finished successfully. The status code 200 is included 
in this message under the element “Status".
Table 5.9 Message o f Update Results o f MMU Client 2
<SyncML xmlns='SYNCML:SYNCML1.2’>
<SyncHdr>
<VerDTD>1.2</VerDTD>
<VerProto>DM/l.2</VerProto>
<SessionID>l</SessionID>
<MsgID>2</MsgID>
<Target>
<LocURI> http://localhost/Management </LocURI> 
</Target>
<Source>
<LocURI>IMEI:000000000000000</LocURI>
</Source>
</SyncHdr>
<SyncBody>
<Status>
<MsgRef> 2</MsgRef>
<CmdID>1</CmdID>
<CmdRef> 0</CmdRef>
library  ^j
iC, /
<Cmd>SyncHdr</Cmd> 
<Data>200</Data>
</Status>
<Status>
<MsgRef>1</MsgRef> 
<CmdRef> 5</CmdRef> 
<CmdID>9</CmdID> 
<Cmd>Exec</Cmd> 
<Data>200</Data>
</Status>
<Final/>
</SyncBody>
</SyncML>
5.4 Summary
In this chapter, we simulated the server side and the client side of the framework as well 
as the CIC to test and verify the framework we proposed for the modulation module 
OTA upgrade. The test and the verification results in this chapter show the feasibility 
and accuracy of MMU.
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6. Conclusion and Future Work
In this chapter, we conclude the contributions and present the possible future work of 
this thesis.
6.1 Conclusion of Contributions
In this thesis, a framework MMU for modulation module upgrade in mobile devices 
based on OMA DM Standard is proposed. This thesis presents the overall design of 
MMU, including the design of management architecture, the management object and 
the management operations. A combined download mechanism which combines the 
decentralized download method and centralized download method is proposed, which 
allows the firmware not only to be downloaded from central servers but also to be 
passed from one device to another. The implementation o f MMU is elaborated from a 
coding point of view in this thesis, including the DM Server side and the Agents of the 
Client side in mobile devices. Moreover, we simulated the server side and the client side 
of the framework as well as the CIC to test and verification the framework we proposed 
for the modulation module OTA upgrade. The test and the verify results show the 
feasibility and accuracy of MMU.
6.2Future Work
In this thesis, we propose a framework MMU for modulation module upgrade in mobile 
devices based on OMA DM standard. Our research focuses on the software upgrade on 
mobile devices especially the modulation module, which lays particular emphasis on the 
management and realization of the software download and update between server side 
and mobile devices. Although our research is based on the reconfigurable feature 
provided by SDR technology, it has not directly referred to the lower layer development 
of SDR system and the implementation o f MMU is still in a simulation phase. Therefore, 
the future work can be related to the lower layer implementation.
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